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Q.
CAN PARKING
GARAGES HELP
HOUSE THE
HOMELESS?

A
YES! From 7pm to 7 om mony of these indestructible,
fireproof concrete structures sit empty. Why not let the
homeless use them to roll out their bed+olls ond get
out of the elements. The individuol spoces ore
morked, emergency vehicles still con drive through,
sonicons ore eosily distributed ond cleoned, the
concrete eosily hosed down. The homeless ore sofe
for night but out by 6 om when the missions open up.
A hosing of the concrete ond you ore open for pork-
ing-goroge business. Poyment to the londowners of
even o few dollors per heod moke this o win-win
situotion for oll concerned. For the homeless o roof
over your heod beots sleeping out on the trocks or
looding docks!

BOX 8.6I9 WESTERN SEATTLE WASHINGTON 98I04
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t._lo
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AKTECH
D EN I\4AN
FINE ART SERVICES

Visit our new showroom
2601 Firtt Apenw

Corner of t.tt an? Vine in Belltown

Professional fine art handling services include:

Custom archival framing
zD and 3D art installation and delivery

Cl i mate-control led storage

Packing, crating and world wide shipping

(zo6) 728-ztz4
fra m es h op @ a rtech seattle. co m

www. a rtech seattl e.co m

REI FLAGSHIP STORE

THE BERGER PARTNERSHIP P.S.

LANDSCAPE ARCH ITECTURE
SITE PLANNING

(2oo 325-6877
www. bergerpartnership. com
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INCA STONEWORK: Outside Cusco there is a third
main type of stonework, that used for
agricultural terracing. All over the Inca
empire plots of land, no matter how
small, were reserved for agriculture
and protected from erosion and kept
level through the use ofterrace walls
usually made of stone. The stonework
did not need to be of the same quality
of worlsnanship as that for a royal
palace, so these walls are often quite
rough in appeaxance. The accent here
is on the practical, with certain elements
recurring: protruding stones forming
steps between terraces, and vertical
channels to control water flow. The
overall effect is nonetheless harmo-
nious and pleasing to the eye.

The visual impact of Inca
stonework is so powerful that photo-
graphs cannot do it fulljustice. Scale is
so important both in linear ex[ent and
in sheer size that you have actually to
be there to sense the fu]I force ofthese
structural marvels, to appreciate just
how much effort went into transport-
ing, shaping and positioning these
stones. If nothing else, they are a lasting
testimony of the Inca state's ability to
call out and control a large worldorce
in an era when there were no machines
for hauling or lifting heary objects.
And I, for one, was suitably impressed
during my few weeks in Peru. I

Keith Richmond, former Chief Editor for the

UN's Food ond Agriculture Crgonizotion,
lives in Tuscony ond is currently working on o
biogrophy of Victor von Hogen, outhor of

Reolm of the lncos, The Aztec:A,Aon ond Tribe

ond World of the A/oyo, os well os other

books.

References:

Frost 1989. Frosl, Peier, Exploing Cusco. Nuevos
mdgenes, Limo.

Hemming 19l0. Hemming,]ohn, Ihe Conquest of the

incos. AAocmi lon, London.

Squier 1973 [1822]. Squier, E. George, Peru:

lncidents of Trovel ond Explorolion in the Lond of the
/ncos. AMS Press, New York. {Reprint of the 1877
edition. )

Von Hogen ond AAonis I 998. Von Hogen, Adriono,
ond fu\orris, Croig, Ihe Cities of the Ancienl Andes.
Thomes ond Hudson, London ond New York.

AN ALL TOO BRIEF ENCOUNTER
By Keith Richmond

There is something reassuring about a clich6, especially when it turns out to be
true. So often writers and travellers have spoken of the ma.rvel of Inca stonework
and its precision, proclaiming that a lcrife blade could not be inserted between
the stones. In the case of Inca stonework this is literally true.

No other culture has left such perfectly worked masonry as a sign of its
passing. As the US traveller George Squier wrote in the 1860s, the world "has
nothing to show in the way of stone cutting and fitting to su-rpass the accuracy
displayed in the Inca structues in Cuzco". Squier was passionate about archaeolo.

ry, and in his view the joints betrareen stones "are afl of a precision unlorown in
our architecture, and not rivalled in the remairs of ancient art that had fallen
under my notice in Europe" (Squier 1973 [1877]). Indeed, the surface and precise
laying of Inca stones do show a particular caxe for and attention to each individ-
ual stone, and there has been much speculation as to how it was done. Recent
experiments have shown that it is possible to pound the surface of a quarried
stone with another, harder stone to create the kind ofprecision and fit required.
Also, by using rollers, levers, ramps and (possibly) pulleys, stones could be
manoeuwed into place. These techniques were re-enacted in a NOVA-BBC docu-
mentary that showed that neither demons or extraterrestrials were needed in an
era when time and labour were plentiful (Ilost 1989, von Hagen and Morris
1998).

In Cusco and the surrounding axea there are many fine examples of Inca
stonework. The most impressive walls are those made of huge, irregular stones,
a style lorown as polygonal, in that no matter how many sides, each stone was
worked to fit perfectly with its neighbours. Some of the huge stones used to con-
struct the fortress-sanctuary of Sacsayhuaman above Cusco weigh as much as
100 tons and must have taken great resources of manpower and ingenuifiz to
move into place in a region without animal draft power.

In the city this style was used for the foundations and lower parts of impor-
tant buildings and supporting terraces and, since these walls were hard to pull
down, were often incorporated into colonial structures. The Street of the Great
Stone (Hatunrumiyoc) is one long example of polygonal work and includes the
twelve-angled stone made famous by the Spanish chroniclers. I have a hunch,
though, that these stones not only provide a solid foundation for whatever was
built on top. As they slope inward from the bottom, in an earthquake the stones
would have compacted further one upon the other rather than separated. The
failure of violent upheavals, man-made or seismic, over the centuries to move
these stones suggests something ofthe kind, and in such a case a precise, snug
fit would clearly be essential.

Less overpowering but no less remarkable are the walls of coursed stone
often laid on top of a base of polygonal stones. Apparently, to have buildings
with masonry walls, built by a guild of highly skilled masons, was one of the
privileges of Inca royalff (Hemming, 1970). The visual effect is quite different,
geometrical regularity rather than an elaborate jigsaw pattern. The layers (or
courses) of stone are rigidly parallel but diminish in size from bottorn to top.
There is still the same play of light on the rusticated surface of each stone, but
the repetitiveness and simplicity of the masonry adds a strong element of disci-
pline and harmony. These ashlars axe smaller than the polygonal stones and carr
be moved easily and re-used. In fact, many so-called Inca walls in Cusco are
none other than those rebuilt in colonial times. They look trim and regular but
lack such details as diminishing height for each layer and avoidance of lining up
the vertical interfaces of the stones in each course.

6 ARCADE COAAO

A LETTER FROM

ACTION:
BETTE R C ITY

The debate over transportation contin
ues to plague Puget Sound residents.
Should we build more roads or expan(
transit? As a region, we need to stop
the "roads versus transit" debate and
refocus our energy on the design prin-
cipals that discourage sprawl and con.
gestion. We have diverse infrastructur,
needs that follow our growth patterns
a one-size-fits-all solution doesn't exis'

A dependence on cars remains a
problem in our low-density suburbs.
Ttansit simply cannot efficiently covet
the immense service areas created by
sprawl. The problem is not density or
transit shortcomings, but urban desigr
Our current arterial system fails us by
congesting traffic instead of providing
alternative routes. A consistent street
grid approach to plaruring could solve
many of the suburbs' woes by dispers-
ing routes of travel and increasing
overall capacity. Combining the grid
approach with zoning that encourages
mixed uses and pedestrian-oriented
development would allow cities to
grow in an efficient pattern where
walking to the store, school, park or
work is made easier than driving.

Our urban centers rely increasingl;
on public transportation as a primary
source of mobility, yet we fight over ih
different modes. As transit supporters,
we need to stop bickering over a
favored technolory and work towards
the best possible system, balancing thr
needs of today and tomorrow.

Providing an infrastmcture that
can be easily expanded is a key elemen
in good urban design. Decisions shoult
be made based upon the most econom
ically and ecologically sustainable
approach to transportation, infrastruc-
ture and regional growth, even ifthis
does not come at the lowest initial
investment. A mix of expandable
options will add flexibility to our cur-
rent system, Iowering dependence on
the automobile and allowing us to
design our cities to human scale rather
than the scale of the car.

Brion Steinburg . Christino Short

- Action Better Ci!
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//INTER BLOOAA he speaks in a quick, husky voice and
resembles a cross between Mel
Gibson and actor Christopher Lloyd's
"Doc" Brown character in the movie
"Back to the Future."

The whole project cost $10,000,
which paid for the design, fabrication
and installation. The muserun loved it
immediately. SAM's annual budget
now acconunodates a small expansion

of the display every season. Genette's
team convenes in the fall to do the
fine-tuning that will include subtle
additions.

Genette enjoys a dramatic
approach to his craft. "As far as I'm
concerned, the best lighting designers
come from the theater," he remarked
one afternoon while relaxing at his

office. Around him, the walls are clad
in black-painted pll"wood and polka-
dotted with small jewel-colored halo-
gen lights. A splashy sofa-sized paint-
ing and a large dining room conference
table dominate one corner, while two
electric guitars and assorted business
tools with Office Depot pedigrees fill
the perimeter of the larger room. At
the center is a wom leather couch and
coffee table displaying two of the
firm's portfolios and a copy of The
Autobio graphy of B enj amin Frankli,n.
The place exudes cool.

Genette gained his earliest experi-
ence while marketing schemes for Las
Vegas casinos. Having grown tired of
selling, he opened his own design
office in Seattle seven years ago. He
has been pursuing his own brand of
artistry ever since, expressed playfully
in his work on the Ice Pa]ace. "We're
thinking about this pretby much all
year," said Genette, "we have to be
careful not to blow it by adding some-
thing that just overwhelms it."

When the sun sets, the effect is
like a huge, glowing network of s5maptic
nerves. In flve years, the Ice Palace has
grown to cover almost the entire avail-
able surface-the whole first floor of
the museum and the east wall of the
third. Sti-tl, Genette plans a few more
twists, hinting that projected images
on the museum walls might be the lat-
est of these. You'll have to swing by
SAM to find out. I

Peter Ssckett is o free-lonce writer ond
Progrom Director for AIA Seottle.

iy Peter Sockett

wrote this in mid-September, in the 700 of seattle's sununer decline-the leaves
rn the trees continue to pulse chlorophyll and the downtown alleys are still
ragrant with urine. But I can visualize what things will look like outside the
vindow when this issue arrives in early December...

It's dark and wet. Christmas decorations in store windows look shabby
md faded, perched and languishing since the day before Halloween. The only
:lean cars you see come over from the Eastside, and Seattle men and women
ieep warm by wearing some of the ugliest hats to be found
mywhere.

For a reprieve from the soggy funk of winter, you
night want to stroll past the Seattle Art Museum. There, vou
:an witness the rebirth of the Ice Palace-a minimalist
rrangement of neon tubes on display only during the coldest
nonths. It grows like Arctic lichen over the windows of the
nuseum exterior. Just after Thanksgiving its creator, Sidney
ienette, of Genette Beaudette Architectural Lighting, met
rith his team of designers to finalize small additions to the
rrangement. The installation took several all-nighters to
rave it ready for its First Thursday opening.

The Ice Palace first took shape five years ago as the
esult of a chance seating arrangement at a cocktail party
Lttended by Genette, his wife, and a SAM administrator. The
rpshot oftheir conversation gave Genette the chance to
Iesign the museum's winter lighting display after another
Lrtist's scheme had come in at twice the designated budget.
ienette worked quickly within the constraints of the space to
:reate something stark, minimal and non-denominational.

Genette's idea was to celebrate the winter season itself
nstead of religious traditions. When his design was complete,
he Palace lights zigzagged through the museum's windows, stopping and
tarting again in different places, tracing a broken path along and across the
nullions. convinced that too many elements would be distracting, he restricted
Limself to a starter set of primary colors-blue, red and yellow-chosen to play
,pecific roles. Blue ("the color of moonlight," says Genette) is the dominant hue,
md describes the abstract outline ofthe Palace. Yellow represents a "square
,tar," and red, he explains with a crooked smile, "indicates that somewhere
nside is a warm fireplace somewhere." Genette, 4b, is energetic and gregarious;

o
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TINSTEIN OBSERVATORY
_ERICH MENDELSOHN, POTSDAM GERMANY: A TRAVELER,S LOG
yJohn Horrison AIA

iad it not been for the urging of a friend, I might have missed an unforgettable
ncounter with a modern architectural icon. on a tour of Berlin in the fall of
999, our group made a day trip to Potsdam. An eclectic escape approximately
0 miles from Berlin on the Havel River, Potsdam's Ianclscape is marked by
tfairs with France, Itaty, Holland and England, as well as the influence of the
ussian military occupation. Although a sense of Eastern isolation still lingers,
re city's diverse past has left it with grand parks, palaces and neighborhoods.

The main focus of our tour was Frederick the Great's
uuner palace, Sans Souci. Perched atop an elegantly
rrraced hill, it is famous for housing artists and
:holars, among them the philosopher Voltaire,
r the mid 1700s. The fountains, gardens and
rounds are quite beautifu,l but the palace
self was less than awe-inspiring. The
ay trip had been pleasant but not in
1y way remarkable, and I planned to
rake my way back to Berlin to join
re rest of our group for the evening.
nly the prodding of a colleague con-
Lnced me to take the time to visit the
instein Observatory. I was glad I did.

Armed only with cameras,
<etchpads and a rough map, we set
tf to find the observatory. The tower,
rmpleted in 1924 as a facility for
lbert Einstein to conduct astrophysi-
il research, had been restoredjust

months before our visit after over fifty years of
neglect. The trek turned into an adventure of its
own when we found ourseh,es somewhat lost. We
made a shortcut through a cemetery to find a 10'
tall fence separating us from the gates to the
grounds where the tower was located. We fash-
ioned a crude ladder out of debris and scaled the
barrier. Once through the gates, we followed a
winding road through the grounds. The setting
was a mixture of academic buildings and scientific
structures set amongst trees and seemed meant
for the endeavor of leaming. Around a final cor-
ner, framed perfectly through the trees, we had
our first look at the tower.

Our timing could not have been better. The
late afternoon sun, on an almost clear day colored

a long, quiet afternoon with Mendelsohn's
masterpiece. It was a joy to draw. Although the tower is completely

it is not at all a static structure. Its forms are soft, curved
and folded planes that intersect with supreme grace. In the sunlight, the
creamy color of the stucco-like skin accentuates the tower's dramatic
form and creates an ideal photographic opportunity. With each sketch,
we made a more intimate connection with Mendelsohn's design; several
small drawings evolved into larger-scale form gestures that we drew
with a Japanese brush pen. The more gesture-like the drawings became,
the more accurately they expressed the spirit of the building-with a
sense of motion as the theme. I surmised that the tower represented of
the action in modern man's progress.

Placed into the context of the time it was constructed, I wonder
about the vision and courage it took to make this building. I

am thankful that the effort to restore it gave us a chance
to see it in its original glory. We may never have left the
grounds if we hadn't realized that we were in danger of
missing the last "zuk nach Berlin." We ran back to the
station catching the S-Bahn to Friedrichstrasse where
we ate and drank late into the evening still aglow from

the day's experience. I

John Horrison AIA is on Associote with
AAithun in Seottle.
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PLANNING IN TEAAPORAL DYSFUNCTION
by Christopher Smo

As Senior Planner for the City of
Vancouver's Central Area, Michaei
Gordon's most pressing planning prob-
lem these days is providing opportuni-
ties for a.fter-hours clubs. He advises
the city on ways to approve policies for
all-night venues. But Gordon's most
immediate challenge is resolving what
he calls "temporal dysfunction."

Formerly underpopulated areas of
Vancouver's downtown peninsula-like
the old warehouse/service zones of
Yaletown-that traditionally accommo-
dated the nightclub scene have been
gentrifying with new residential infill,
generating conflicts between those
who work all hours and condo owners
who want to sleep at night.

Late one FYiday afternoon, on the
deck of his condominium, Gordon
described the problem while chilling
martinis-his first meal of the day.
"These kids want to parby all night
after getting off work at midnight," he
said hoarsely while testing his drink,
"there aren't enough venues for them."
Even at 46, Gordon blends in easily
with the club set; lanky, with close-
cropped bleached blond hair, he draws
a sharp contrast to the typical civic
bureaucrat. At other times, he has been

deeply involved in more sober aspects
of urban planning, such as dealing with
liquor licensing and overseeing the
massive waterfront redevelopments of
Coal Harbour and Concord Pacific.

In 1996 and 1997, he spearheaded
the Vancouver Skyline Study in
response to citizen complaints about
building height restrictions. The study
analyzed the shape and appearance of
the city's profile with various building
height scenarios. Vancouverites had
complained for years either that the
skyline lacked visual interest, needing
taller buildings to appear more con-
temporary, or that taller towers would
obscure the sacred views of the North
Shore Mountains.

After convincing the City to
indulge the expense of a comprehen-
sive three-dimensional CAD model of
every building on the downtown penin-
sula, his planning team presented vari-
ous proposals to community groups.

Options ranged from a "do nothing"
approach to a pair of landmark towers
punctuating the skyline like a tuning
fork. Out of many proposals, the
Vancouver City Council eventually
chose a hybrid of two options for the
"recommended" skyline, which Gordon

described as mandating one of the lowest height limits of any large North
American city-600 feet.

Visibie over his shoulder in the skyline beyond, the controversial One Wall
Centre is among the earliest evidence of the new zoning ordinance. Still under
construction, the tower pokes through the old zoning envelope, in perfect accor(
with the new guidelines-exemplar-v of things to come. When completed in 2001, i
will be the tallest mixed-use residential building in Canada at 48 stories, or 450 feet.

But more pressing issues are on Gordon's mind as he freshens his drink.
"The resurgent economy has planners and architects pulling their hair out with
so many development permits coming on line," he says. "We've moved on from
the Hong-couver thing."

He explained how the downturn in Asian maxkets during 1997 was an eco-

nomic slap-in-the-face for Vancouver, when the city was dependent on Hong
Kong investment. But now, he said, the city's development is powered by a new
economy, which includes the billion-dollar film industry, high-tech companies,
e-conunerce and other entertainment and media-related businesses.

Gordon is trying to modify planning guidelines to accommodate the
demands of a dot.com company for fledble headquarter space by creating a ne$
live/work/hotel hybrid in the 425-foot twin towers proposed at Burrard Landing,
adjacent to Canada Place.

For this city planner, staying on top of the "temporal dysfunction" problem
calls for round-the-clock vigilance. A.fter a glance at his watch, he realized he ha<

somewhere else to be. Within minutes he slithered off into the night, no doubt
for more research on the next wave of urban life he would weave into the city's
planning policies. I

Christopher Smoll, o UBC Schooi of Architecture groduote, is on orchitecturo designer, hovinc

worked in Seottle, now returning to his notive Voncouver, BC.

-AIl Photo: PHOiO 3A[,i - \!otercocr: Sieven !i

The Tocomo Art AAuseum, ciesigneC by orchitect Antoine Predock, will ;oin lhe

Woshinglon Historv AAuseum 'oy Chorles A,Aoore ond the upcoming gioss museum by

Arthur Erickson in o Tocomo "AAuseum Districi." The Toccmo Art AAuseum is scheduled

to open in 2003.

The Bellevue Art AAuseum, designed by orchitect Steven Holl in gloss, oluminum

ond textured concrete will open.lonuory 13, 200 1

HERAAANN PUNDT A TRIBUTE
hesitation. In a similar gesture of shar-
ing, he made a gift of his doctoral
robes to his favorite PhD candidate,
with the understanding that one day
she too would pass on the robe to her
favorite student.

Pundt made tireless efforts to edu
cate his students about the importanct
ofpreservation. He routinely took stu-
dents overseas to study architectural
sites jeopardized by demolition, war-
fare, or neglect, imparting their cultur-
al relevance as in the restoration ofth,
Baroque masterpiece Frauenkirche,
destroyed during the bombing of
Dresden.

I believe he chose to live his life
filled with passion, hope, and beauty.
Consequently at his memorial serice,
a former student remembered a mantr
that Professor Pundt would often
repeat: "Life is too short to hate." I

Koi-Uwe Bergmonn wi remember most the

Soturdoy morning coffees in the compony of

Professor Pundt oi the Universlly Postry Shop

on the Ave.

1928 - 2000

Hermann Pundt, professor of Architecture at the University of Washingt,on was a
scholar in the truest essence, a humanist, and a friend.

Hermann Pundt taught architectural history by asking his UW students to
see architecture with their hearts, not just their minds. He delivered his lectures
with a mystical intensity, leaving both Professor Pundt and his students emotion-
ally moved. An unwavering passion and a rigorous dedication to teaching
defined his over thirby years in academia, culminating in a first-ever university-
wide prize for teaching given to him by his students.

His pervasive kindness and humanity were likely instilled in him by his
father. In 1945, as the Red Army advanced on Berlin, the sixteen-year old Pundt
was handed a gun and asked to defend his home city. His father uttered but two
words of advice to his son: "Aim high."

Years later at Harvard University, under the watchful eyes of historian
Rudolf Wittkower, Professor Pundt received his Doctorate of Architectural
History. After moving to Seattle to begin his tenure at the University of
Washington, Hermann Pundt began to wed an old-world dignity with the great
aspirations of an adolescent Northwest. He spent his entire academic career
tracing the birth of modernism from the work of Schinkel through Sullivan,
Wright, and ultimately Mies. Their published works became invaluable toois in
imprinting the past onto his students' minds.

Books were lifelong friends from which he borrowed freely'. If he believed a
student would beneflt from it, he entrusted his own volume to them, without
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AIA SEATTLE 2COO HONOR AWARDS
FOR WASHINGTON ARCHITECTURE

HONOR AWARD

Art Museum

lleven Ho i Architects

Pine Foresl Cobin

lomes Cutler Archilects

The Broin: A fimmoker's Studio

Oson Sundberg Kundig Al en

Boinbridge lslond Ciry Holl
The AAiller/Hu I Portnership

AWARD OF MERIT

ine Res rens Center
Zimmer Gunsul Frosco Portnership

COMMENDATION

The Miller,/Hul PortnershipBoh in Cywinski Jockson

NOT YET BUILT AWARD OF MERIT NOT YET BUILT COMMENDATION CONCEPTUAL CATEGORY CITATION

First Christion Reformed Church
BiorkoSerro Archulects

Reebok World Heodquorters
NBBJ

House of Chority
Northwest Arch ilecturo Compony

Soffron
Bumgordner

Polson Building
Mohlum Architects

Turtle Boy Visitor Center
Boh in Cywinski Jockson

konsPlER

CAST design build, Mott Hutchins

Seottle Public [ibrory
OMA/lMN o Joint Venlure

Reno-Sporks Convention Center
lMN Architects

VIEW THE SUBMITTALS AND CITED PROJECTS AT http:/ /www.oioseottle.org/2O00owords

'his year, AIA Seattle's annual awaxds program marked the first time an AIA
omponent used an atl-digital format. Entries were submitted to the AIA website
www.aiaseattle.org) and were subsequently available for viewing online.
Iotwithstanding a few technical glitches, the submittal process was a resound-
:rg success.

The committee, headed by Walter Schacht, assembled a perceptive, articu-
rte, and congenial jury: Craig Hodgetts from Culver City, CA; Marion Weiss from
trew York Ciff; Joseph Valerio from Chicago, and moderator James Russell from
lew York City. They spent the weekend reviewing 115 entries of completed
/ork and 40 not yet built projects. On Saturday, projects were short listed utiliz-
rg a state ofthe art digital projection system at the offices of Sparling, Inc. And
s with established tradition the jury spent Sunday making site visits.

At the Monday evening presentation, the jury gave awards to fifteen pro.iects,
wo for unbuilt work and 13 for completed projects. The wealth was spread
round with awards going to 13 different firms. Perennial winners such as James
)utler, Olson Sunberg, and Miller Hull were represented. But, some old faces
howed up such as Mahlum Architects, last winning an award in this program 30
ears ago. First time winners included the Northwest Architectural Company
nd Bjarko Serra. Large firms including LMN and NBB.I won, as did some "non-
atives": Office for Metropolitan and Steven Holl Architects (though Holl could
Iso be considered a local with his Washington roots). The selection of the

Bellelue Art Museum was questionable. While it is certainly an award winner,
the project should not have been considered as a completed building as it is still
in the midst of construction.

The jury provided both critical commentary on the projects and also general
thoughts on the state of architecture in the Northwest. Their discussion was
meaty and incisive - characteristics always hoped for but rarely heard at this
event. They noted the "rigorous, caring level of detail" and the "thoughtful regard
for the landscape." In their task of reviewing 150 projects in three days, they
were left with the cursory impression of a lot of shingles, a lot of gables, a lot
ofbraced eaves, a lot of 18 degree canted supports ofthe extended outriggers,
seemingly present in projects of various sizes and programs. They also noted
what they felt was a dialogue going on between abstraction and representation-
in a way a struggle between an urban and a suburban attitude. The projects they
felt were ambitious, but varied in what seemed to be the evaluation of the
designers as to what stage they were creating on, who their audience was. They
felt that what most projects had in mind was not a world audience-that they
were designing to fit the community.l

Tom Lowrence, AIA hos been o member cf the AIA Seottle Honor Awords Commifiee
for 1 2 yeors.

AIA HONORS ARCADE 9



Cyrille Gulosso tolks with George Suyomo

of George Suyomo Architects to leorn

whether Seottlites con rise io the chollenge
of creoting o world-closs city.

>Why has Seattle suddenly acquired
global fame and become the city du
jour?
Becouse of the immense weolth thqt hos
been occumuloted here. Thot speoks
volumes obout whot is going on. lt
stimulotes everything from donotions to
philonthropic ideos; it olso provides o
plotform for other people to do things
even i[ they don't hove money. Thot's
very interesting.

>City fame aside, I understand you
have reservations about whether this
wealth and mix of entrepreneurs will
transform Seattle into a true world-
class city?
ln o lot of ploces there is on incredible
group of people thot provide visionory
leodership ond the city moves in o
quqnlum leop towords something.
Seottle hos o bunch o[ different groups,
but moybe not the visionory leodership
ond power to connect ond ollow it to
hoppen. The weother is so benign, it
isn't demonding enough of onything,
ond the visuol environment is so spec-
toculor ond so close lo us . . . we olmosl
hove it too good. The lndions hqd
every'hing, ond didn't build o whole hel
o[ o lot lrom it. Use thot os your refer-
ence, to osk why things don't hoppen.

>Shouldn't leaders like yourself call fo:
a forum that stimulates global think-
ing? Would that work?
You know, I think we hove too much
informotion ond not enough compre-
hension, not enough ossimilotion, which
distorts ond misleods. No one knows
whot's good qnymore, ond i[ you don't
know whott good, how do you move in
the direction o[ good? We ore wonder-
ing, osking ourselves whot is the truth?

We need the truth in order to support
something. ln the old doys, people
weren't confused ond hod o belief in
humonity, in people, in the system. And
now, globolly, we ore in on
tronsporent medio without o
in truth.

of
ndotion
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,But if Seattle's famous for problem solv-
ng and creating new business rnoclels-
:an't it use that talent to create a new
iamework based on truth, as you call it,
eading to a model city for the 21st centu-
v?
believe ethicol principles, rother thon

rrofit or politics, should drive decision-
noking. lf we oll ogree thot we wont to
noke this o greot city, then consensus ond
:ooperotion will be thot much eosier.

,So as an influential architect, what are
,ou doing to change things?
Me ore trying to live by these ethicol
>rinciples in whot *e do. The design ond
:reotive croft of orchitecture ore more
mportont thon the politicol or subiective
roture o[ the industry. We need good
eqsons for doing things. Thot's the only
luiding principle we hove. We ore lry-
ng not to be coptivoted by economics, to
vork insteod for o positive good thot doesn't olwoys bring us economic benefit.
vtore people should think thot woy, thot we do not olwoys hove to do things for on
ronomic exchonge.

'Can you expand upon these ethical principals?
think the primory one is the question of return on investments. You hove to believe

hot whot you ore doing is inherently good for humonity rother thon simply profitoble.
n Seottle, too mony people build for themselves. Developers destroy the environment
)ecouse they hove no concept of livobilitT, which should be o primory ethicol
>rinciple. Developers focus on profits ond too often zoning ond building deportments
jon't do o thing to deter them.

'Are all developers this mercenary'? Are any doing things differently?
iome developers like John Kucher of Threshold Housing creote low-income or
nqrket-rote developments, ond they deol with smoll, unused lots, ond in-fill proiects
rll relqted to the neighborhood. They ore sweet, ond they moke sense. lt's so difficult
or developers like Kucher becouse they follow o vision rother thqn the bottom line.
'hey hove to go through community group ofter community group to convince them
hot these proiects ore worth supporting so thot they con get zoning chonges.

'I just met Liz Durm of Dunn+Hobbes, who's doing exactly what you are referring
o. Small company, visionary ideils...In essence, we need to develop developers?
\bsolutely. We need to stop ond think obout whot we ore developing.

'If you were in charge what would you do?
)ecide first o[ oll on some core principles obout living. lndigenous people ho,re
:lwoys hod certoin needs thot ore inherent principles, bosic elements----o sense of
efuge ond o need for prospect. lf you stort to think in thot woy, you might orrive ot
: whole ne* model on how to live. Where did these models come from where you
rove o bedroom, bothroom, living room, kitchen thot olwoys is 3 ft high, thofs
llwoys in thot corner. Mony o[ these rooms do not creqte o sense of refuge. We
rove to go bock to bosics. When you do, then you con move forword. The North-
vest hos the greotest potentiol to get bock to bosics becouse of its climotologicol
;nvironment. There's the full circle.

>Is this what you think Seattle could contribute to
ther world, a re-exploration of the natural aesthet-
ics of shelter in context with human need and the
environment?
Yes, becouse it derives out of love for the whole
situotion you ore in.

PHOTOS: Kurt

>As a visitor to this city, tell me about the archi-
tecture around here. What's good, what's bad'?
There's tremendous octivify going on. l'm reolly
excited obout the Rem Koolhoqs librory. But you
know, we're losing the little shops. They're the reo-
son you go to some cities, to flnd the chorocter
thot's there. I hope we don't lose thot. Thot's reolly
something to fight for. The development thot's hop-
pened downtown in the lost two yeors is horrible
in thot it con be locoted onpvhere. lt could be
Chicogo. Moss morket stores. lt diminishes the
imoge o[ Seottle.

>So you feel Seattle is losing its character? Has it
gone over the edge yet?

Oh, no. lt's still there. But you know one thing the moyor could do is subsidize some
of these smoll shops by giving them tox breoks. The rents ore so high people con't
put shops in onymore. lt's olmost like funding ortists. lt's o different kind of ort ond if
we lose thot, we lose o whole other connection to whot humonity is oll obout.

>Do you think with Koolhaas's and Gehry's new buildings, plus the influx of
money, that Seattle has the potential to overcome some of the pessimism you
described and become a real world-class city?
It's possible. ln two or three yeors o lot o[ proiects now being built could olter in o
very interesting woy the psyche of Seottle.

>What you seem to be saying is that now is a pivotal moment for Seattle. Now is
the time to look forward, raise questions, and make sure everyone is thinking
and asking, "Are we doing all that we could be doing?"
Yes. Definitely. r

Cyrille Gulosso, o notive of Son Froncisco, hos been living in Budopest for the post eight
yeors ond hos worked os orlist, writer, & design consultont for businesses in Hungory ond
Romonio, including Sootchi ond Sootchi ond CONNEX She is especiolly interested in the

porollels between the re-emergence of the Northwest ond moior cities of Eostern Europe.
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A AAI N UTE FOR TH E AQUARI UA/\

PROJECT: Pacific Northwest Aquarium and Master Plan Addendurn

21 Sept 2000 TIME; I hour (SD(J Ref. # 169 L DC00011) PHASE: Concept

PREVIOLIS REVIEW: l6 Decenrber 1999 (Scope Briefing),6 March 1997 (Master Plan tsriefing)

P R E S E N T E R S : Bob Wir:klein (Seneca Group) Doug Streeter (Terry Fanell & Partners, Architect)

COMMISSIONERS PRESENT: Rick Sundberg, Moe Batra, GaiI Dubrow, Jeff Girvin, Jack Mackie, Peter Miller, Cary Moon

ACTION: The Commission does not feel that it can approve the concept design as proposed, and will not take any
actions at this time. The Commission would like the proponents to present the project again once the siting issues are
resolved, and would like to have an in-depth discussion of the principles behind the proposed concept.

AAAGE: Terry Forrell & Portners
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)N SEPTEMBER 2 ] , THE SEATTLE DESIGN COMM SSION REViEWED THE NEW SEATTLE AOUARIUM PROIECT, THE
:OLLOWING ARE THE UNEDITED MINUTES OF THE COMM]SSION MEET NG. THESE MINUTES ARE PUBLISHED TO
,ROVIDE READERS WITH A FUttER UNDERSTAND NG OF THIS PART OF THE DEVELOPMENT PROCESS, THE DISCORD

iETWEEN THE DESIGN COMMISSION AND THE PROJECT DESIGN TEAM ILLUSTRATES THE INHERENT D FFICULTY OF

:REAT NG ARCHITECTURAT EXCELLENCE,

HE PRESiNTAT CN
Ihe Seattle Aquarium project team updated the Commission on the
levelopment of the project since their last presentation. The concept
lesign for the project was presented to the public in July. Due to ongoing cliscus-
ions about the siting of the Aquarium and the alternative site analysis requested
ry council, the team will not proceed with schematic design until the site issues
rave been resolved. The team met with the Seattle Arts Commission, and an arts
rlanner will be involved in the project once schematic design work is resumed.

The current design of the Aquarium responds to many conditions of the
rorth site, the site shown in the Master Plan approved by City Council, and
rtretches from Pier 60 to Pier 63. The building establishes links and vital
:onnections to the market and business district. This concept has evolved of
L building as an object and reflects concems about preserving and enhancing
'iews; the design team does not want to present a wall to Alaskan Way. The
ruilding has been placed further to the south, within the site. The buitding is
lisengaged from the waterfront edge to allow the Elliott Bay to reach Alaskan
Vay, enhancing the salmon corridoE a zone of fiffy feet along the shoreline.
i'he design also responds to the existing pier geometry which is a strong
:haracter of the existing waterfront. The design team has developed the main
rntry as an open space platform, located at street level, but accessed by bridges,
md following the parallelogram configuration of the existing piers. The ground
loor is accessed from this public plaza and the building extends upwards, from
his platform. The building resembles the configuration of a shell, which tapers
o form the footprint that conforms to the shape of the pier.

The prime concept of the building is a floating island, disengaging itself from
he waterfront edge as an opportunity to establish a unique enviromnent, exhibit-
ng the animal life in a quasi-natural habitat, rather than an extension of the
lrban context. The ground floor program places the main lobby at the center as
he "hub" ofthe scheme, and the circulation core circles up and around and
.edically penetrates the entire building from this hub. The second floor contains
lxhibits, animal husbandry spaces, an auditoriun'r, ancl education spaces. The
hird floor contains administration spaces, a caf6, and more exhibit space. The
'oof concept includes a water garden, which will be the view that the city w.ould
tave of the Aquarium. This space would recreate its own enr,irorLment as a
iurface plane that would reflect the sky, complementing Elliott Bay. Eacl'r floor
lf the Aquarium is successively larger than the floors below-, with the circular
rirculation core and exhibit space wedged into this form. Visitors r.l'ill approach
he building through a series of environments.

The Master Plan for the aquarium has changed since 1994. The actual size of
he Aquarium has decreased, and the team also now desires to create a salmon
:orridor along the shoreline. The team has considered creating a large, open
ipace park, larger than that at the existing Pier 62 and Pier 63. The team
'ecognizes the signiflcant design challenges created by locating a large building
rt Pier 59, and would like to explore locating the Aquarium aqiacent to Pier 62
rnd Pier 63. The team also recognizes the potential historic significance ofthe
']ier 59 shed. The team would like to integrate the open space and the Aquarium.
lhe Planning Team, the Seattle Department of Parks and Recreation, and the
ieattle Aquarium will collaborate on the Master Plan Addendum in the next six
nonths. The Seattle Aquarium Society will manage the architectural design of
he Aquarium.

lEY CCMAAISSIONER COMMENTS AND CCNCERN
Previously, the Commission made a recommendation for the team to develop

L detailed preservation and urban design analysis that would generate a design
hat is fully responsive to the physical context in which the aquarium to would
re situated.

Encourages the proponents to interpret the context in its widest possible sense,
ncluding the process and dynamics of the working waterfront. Feels that these
lynamics enliven and enrich the civic life of the waterfront. Is concerned that
he design team has not taken this advice to heart. Instead, the design is focused
ln sculptural form, and the urban design ofthe project does not address the sig-
fficant processes and events that help define and shape the waterfront experi-
rnce for visitors and citizens.

The waterscape idea for the roof ofthe building is a nice idea, but the develop-
nent of this idea seems very artificial and is not based on process, environmental,
md experiential analysis of the site or context.

! Is concerned that the public access to the waterfront is constrained through
the incorporation of the bridge and the public space at the end of the pier is
too narrow.
I Is concemed about the lack of response to the historic contert of the waterl'ront.
Feels that the team has made an attempt to maintain the site's integrity, but the
team has not responded fufther to the historical role of piers ancl the design of the
waterfront. Believes that the design team's decision to devote a large portion of the
site to outdoor exhibition space in a semi-naturalistic form is fundamentally wrong
for this site. Feels that the team should recognize that, historicalty, the Elliott Bay
waterfront has been designated as a place of labor, not a nattualistic environment.
Feels that exhibition, rather than context has shaped the design.

I Is concemed about the extent to which the exhibition design is clriving the
aquarium's design to the exclusion of other considerations, such as the urban
and shoreline contex[ in which the project is set.

L Proponents stoted thot the work is colloborotive, qnd the exhibition designers
hove informed the design teom obout hobitqt, ond the visitor's relotion to the hobitot.
Further.recognized thot the Commission comments suggest thot the building design
should be more importont, in its response to the historia context, rother tho-n creo-ting
regionolly responsive hobitots.

I Would like to know why the exhibitions have developed in so contrived a
fashion and why the emphasis is on rocky mountain coastline, when this site was
historically a tidal flat. Feels that the design responds to a context that is located
many miles away.

).Proponents stqted thot this is o decision thqt the client hos mode obout the type o[
exhibits thot they believe octuolly belong in the Aquorium. Further stoted thot the
intent is to creote regionol exhibits, ond include the entire stote o[ the Woshington,
creoting immersed hobitots, ond creote on environment in which people will feel os
though they ore in nqture. Further stoted thot the proponents do not wont to creote
on onimol hobitot, chorocterized by coges, but would like to design the Aquorium
to reflect the octuol environment of the onimqls.

I Questions the landscape immersion concepts as too artificial and is concerned
about the design approacl-r as purely entertairunent, retail architecture. Wonders
if the design intent w'ould be recollective, at all, of the existing waterfront, but,
recognizes the latter is the approach taken in the current Aquarium, with simple,
shed materials. Feels that maintenance will be a primary corsideration, as it is now.

I Feels that there are additional options for a design approach. Believes that the
design team could also explore the context of Seattle's "working waterf'ront,"
and the interesting dyr-ramics befw'een the social, environmental, and economic
activities of the larger urban waterfront.

I Feels that the duality of the design underscores the Commission's primary con-
cerns. Feels that the design is a freestanding expressive form, a Pacific rocky
coast, but is also a pier, a shoreline. The design is somewhat contextual, but also
contrasts with the environment. Feels that the dichotomy created through the
design defeats the design purpose and clarity. Does not believe that this is a time-
Iess solution.

I Would like to lorow if the Aquarium is required to be located on the water.

) Proponents stoted thot nothing intrinsicolly requires thot the Aquorium be locoted
on the woter, but this Aquorium does use woter from Elliott Boy. Further stoted thot it
provides o visuol connection to the woter, for the visitors.

I Recognizes the main design principle is to develop the project as an island and
believes that this could be successfnl, if done with strong conviction. However,
feels that the structure should connect to the city, anchoring itselfin the cross
street connections, and in the building form. Does not believe that a separated,
theme island on the waterfront is appropriate

I Feels that the design team has some successfril concepts, but recommends further
discussions with the entire Aquarium team, about the goals of the project, including
the literal and flgural references, to fully address the Commission concems.

I Recognizes the need to educate visitors about the character ofthe Seattle
waterfront, Elliott Bay, Puget Sound, and its habitat, but feels that the design
will misinform the public about the actual ecosystem and aquatic environment
in which the aquarium is set, by virtue of the outdoor exhibits that are planned
for the pier.
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New work this issue ls o combinotion of built

ond unbuiltwork by UARC We hove included

U-ARC's oword winning entry in the I 999
Von Alen lnstitute's lnternotionol compeiilion for

redesigning the Ticket Booth in New York City

U ARC
In 1997, after various work experiences botlt in Italy
and the United States, Nicole Porlieri (1967) and
Valerio Cruciani (1965) founded L]-ARC STLTDI0
(urban architecture studio) in Seattle, Washington.
American architect Gary Gladw'ish (196a) re<'ently
joined U-ARC STUDIO as the third partner.

While working on a variety of project tlpes and
intemational competitions, the office has an
ongoing commitment to architectural rescarch
and its relation to urban spaces.

This prcject was cho€€n from 68il entdes ftortr 3l coutde€ 93 one of the wiming enhies in the largest international architectw€ competidon irl New York City
history. The pmgsm rcquLed the rcdesign the TKIS booth in'IIm€s Squar€, wherc disc.omt dreater tickets are sold on the day ofDerfonnance. The ticket booth ia a

to the tranearency of the enclosue. The signage i6 detrrcd by Siant rcd metal letters tlrat are both shuctural elanents and visual markels, Th€6€ lett€rs abo hor€r
horizontaly oi'eJ the glaaa roof. The per€€ption of the booth ia tlie sarne for patrona aDproachfug ftom Tme6 Square aa for Burlormding Blgscraper dweUeB.
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4ONES LOFTS, SEATTLE WA
'his project was born from the architect's need for office space and living quarters. Situated at 1111 E Pike St., tNs infrll
rroject is a mixed-use building that provides tw'o levels of parking, retail and four floors of live/work lofLs. The site is a
mall vacant lot surrounded by existing warehouse loft buildings. The structure, in steel and concrete, allows for open
rlans and maximizes the use of space and light in this constricted urban site. The live/work units are configured as open
ertical spaces. Bridge-like mezzanines located at different heights provide areas for bedrooms and additional bathrooms.
ioth ends have full walls of glass to maximize rtew's, light and cross ventilation. Access is provided through antple bal-
ronies with private decks. The top units have private rooftop gardens, a pool with south exposure, and spectacular views
rf downtown and Mt Rainier.

Z

=

=orun

HIDBEY ISLAND RESIDENCE, Y/A
Fuilt as a country retreat for the owner, thB 1000 s. f hous€ is locflted at Ebeyh Larding on Whidbey Islard. Set on a lGacr€ psrel ofpagure, the house nBimizes

hillside lrd wlrter vieu8. The program rcquires that the intedor Epace be ope& f,exible, essy to utilize and maintatr|" Ihe iNedor lB a single tsl volume wtttr s

partitions provide the flexibility to create privacy for additional sleeping areas. Floor-to-ceiling windows allow access to exterior decks; these extend the
plan into the open fields. The house is set on posts that raise the structure five feet from the ground, easing it into the view and into the landscape.
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PAST PRESENT FUTURE

DIVERSITY: PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE
by Bruce Philip Rips

PAST: MID-,l9605
A small boy rushes home from school.
As he runs, he frrmly grasps a campaign
flyer for a civic ballot touting urban
renewal. Worried, he pleads with his
mom not to vote for it. "They'll tear
down all the old buildings-the churches,
the temples, dad's factory." His mother
explains that the important buildings
will remain. Unconvinced, the boy's
mind fails to see the subtle distinctions
or the complicated intentions of this
government program.

PRESENT: LOSS
Change occurs on every block. Posted
large white signs declaring another
tower or metal and stucco mixed-use
box appear like ghosts in downtown,
Belltown and South Lake Union. The
small one- and two-story buildings
where dad purchased the family car or
which housed the slightly seedy head
shop and used recorcl store face demo-
Iition. And a few, days after the fact. it
is difficult to remember exactly what
stood there. Rubble remnants of mem-
ories are soon cleared.

Baudelaire felt the sarne sense of loss
and displacement. His prose poems in
Pari,s Spleen are witness to the whole-
sale urban renovation of Paris in the
19th century. The poems jurlapose the
affluent with the homeless and tlte
displaced. Recommended reading: 7he
E'yes o.f the Poor, Th,e Poor Kid's Toy,

Ct'out d,s and Widotl s.

PRESENT: CHOICES
Picture a favorite teclmique of the nevr'

urbanists-the visual preference sur-
vey. Instead ofthe inane contrast ofthe
well-scrubbed streetcar suburb rntth
the blighted, billboard-streu,n highwa1.,

we pose a different.juxtaposition.
Projecting on the right of our darkened
room are the slides of the sanre rnani-
cured suburb. Call these the slides of
the Picturesque City-Seaside,
Celebration, Orrenco, Savannah.
Contrast these civic images of front
porches and tidy lawns with the images
on the left representing the Picaresque
City. This city is messier, less well orga-
nized and ordered. Above all, social
relationships (which are often messy
and disorganized) are celebrated.
Intimate places exist for romantic cou-
ples to discover. More open spaces
allow for demonstrative bawdiness
of others. All cities (not owned by
Disney) contain elements of the
Picaresque City.

ONLY CONNECT
Richard Sennett inthe The Uses of Dtsord,er argtses that the adolescent mind is
unable to accept ambiguity. Arrested development causes the adult, or the body
politic, to create an image of oneself and the world as immune from dissonance.
Gated communities, for example, provide a fortress of social purification-a pre-
dictable, immutable and homogenized place. The adolescent mind falsifies the
world through a utopian idyll. The adult mind, in contrast, is open to a range of
social relationships and is capable ofbeing "touched by a social situation." The
adult mind accepts a world that he or she cannot completely control, a world
unstable and fragile. Acceptance requires a sense of otherness and caring.

RECENT PAST: TAKING IT TO THE STREETS
The events of WTO week clearly displayed our contrasting cities: the Picturesque
and the Picaresque. The marchers and demonstrators revealed the illusion of the
utopian idyll. No city should be controlled by the civic boosters. The "make no
little plans" guys sometimes create beautiful places, but their social relationships
extend only to a small inner circle.

FUTURE FORWARD
The essays and pocrn in this edition of ARCADE are deeply personal reflections
on change. Professor Michael Pyatok's essay exandnes the narror,r'social lision
of the New Urbanism crowd. Like many social movements in American history,
New Urbanism's popularity reflects one economic class imposing its dogmatic
world view on others. The carnival metaphor of Professor Ayad Rahmani's article
on Rem Koolhaas's library design aptly depicts architecture's very expression of
social relationships. The carnival compells us to step inside another social order

-an edgr, less predictable place. RIGGAs architectural interuentions explore
ways of reconceiving dispossessed elements of the city. The Lovejoy ramp project
celebrates the folk artist in the tradition of Los Angeles's Watts Tower. A family's
9O-year relationship with a specific downtown street is the subject of newcomer
Hiroshi Matsubara's musings, and Michael Dorcy's poem reflects on a personal
sense of change. Housing expert Walter Zisette takes a longer view of the idea of
sustainability and addresses similar concerrs as Pyatok on class and social order.

FUTURE SENSE
Market economics and city boosterism collude in an act of creative destruction-
the death of our cities'soul. The segmentation of our social and physical spheres
bolsters the adolescent mind-the inabiliff to be touched by that which is different.
By welcorning diversity, embracing the unpredictable and the picaresque, we
expand the possibilities of achieving a tmly humanistic architecture. I

I6 ARCADE EDITOR'S INTRC

by Bruce Philip Rips, Architect ond City Plonner
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DIVERTIAAENTO

The mother of the young Proxiteles,

it's been iold,

with bound clemotis underorm,

on ompullo of offerings slung ocross her bock,

ond bent like one who hod come from

too much gleoning (ond too mony

missed sunsets),

clombered up the steps ot Potmos, or Somos,

or Knidos-or somewhere-

ond begged the ottending goddess should

snotch from his erront woys her son,

return him to her bothukulpion embroce

ond bid him hereofter be

o crofter only of ethereol likenesses.

Michoel Dorcy proctices orchitecture

ond is o city plonner with the City of Seottle

-AAichoel Dorcy

PAST PRESENT FUTURE
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WE ARE GATHERED UPON THIS HALLOWED GROUND TO PREPARE A FRIEND,

THIS HOMELY YET NOBLE EDIFICE, FOR THE GREAT BEYOND. MAY THE

STRENGTH OF YOUR CONSTRUCTION SUSTAIN YOU THROUGH THE GATES

OF ENTROPY. ALL COMPOSITE THINGS MUST DECAY.

1 2 Dd

THE LOVEJOY ART COLUMNS
An ongoing proiect by RIGGA, on ort, orchitecture ond design studio locoted in Portlond, Cregon. By. Jomes Horrison ondJohn Koshiwoboro

www.riggo.com www.lovejoymurols.com

2ZO TONS OF PAINTING & SCULPTURE!
One of the things that all cultures share is the creation of mythologies. Sometimes
this is a gand and culturally sanctioned occlurence, but perhaps more often than
not, myth arises out of serendipity and amnesia.

FYom 1948 to 1952 the Greek immigrant, artist, and railroad worker Tom
Stefopoulos created a series of paintings on the pillars of the Lovejoy Ramp in
Portland, Oregon. These paintings were an amalgamation of Greek mytholog5r
and Americana-a folk art depicting the intersection of Tom's two cultures.

The Lovejoy Ramp was built in the '20s to carry auto trafnc over a large
railyard that was connected to a warehouse district, which was in tum appended
to downtown Portland. The ramp was demolished last sunmer, as this large tract
of the city is being redeveloped after sittirg stagnant for a generation. The forrner
railyard, some 20-30 acres, is transforming into Portland's newest neighborhood.

With news of the ramp's imminent demise, there was concern about the fate
of these old paintings, but no real plzur to rescue them. One person's random,
fantastic, capricious act created an urban mythology with a life of it's own.
And udike mere History which might be content to gaze lovingly backward in a
desire to repeat itself, Mfihology prefers to affect future events and trursmogrify
circumstance.

At RIGGA we worked on many different proposals for saving a section of the
ramp and the painted columns. While these ideas did garner some Iocal irterest,
it became clear u'e were too late-the momentuln to remove the ramp was well
under way. We therefore decided to perform a eulogr for the forgotten, to testify
into the void of amnesia-which went something like this:c-

After the Eulogy, many people encouraged us to focus anew on ways to save the
paintings. So we assembled a team of experts to draft recon.rmendations for the
care and protection of the art columrs. We consulted with a demolitions expert,
a stmctural engineer, an art conservator, and the acting head of the Regional Arts
and Culture Council. Our plans involved not simply saving the paintings, but the
entirety of the columns they were painted on, lolowing that within the dumpy
proporlions of an old concrete ovelpass there were elegant stmctures, fast
asleep...

ffier a year of persistent lobbying, the Portland Department of Tlansportation
accepted our reconunendations in fu1l, thanks largely to Ciqy Commissioner
Charlie Hales and his Chief of Staff, Ron Paul. ln October of 1999 the columrs
were very careftrlly cut free from the ramp. At roughly 30 feet in height and 27 tons
apiece, this was no small effort. The demolition contractor, using machines that
looked and behaved like giant steel dinosaurs, literally ate away the old ramp with
surgical precision. After the colunurs were secured, the Portland Development
Commission stepped in, giving the columrs a site and underwriting our work on a
new design.

After 2 l/2 years and over 100 different desigrs and proposals, a final scheme
emerged, depicted to the right in image #6. The new site, not far from the old, will
act as a gateway to the neighborhood. We are currently in the fundraising stages
ofthe project, and are expecting to break ground within 1-2 years.

The ramp itself, like all objects built for a speciflc function, had gradually
grown old and outlived its usefirlness. But the power of art is that it has the ability
to transcend usefulness, to go beyond function, and to therefore outlast other
things. An ancient vessel may no longer continue to be useful as a container,
but the painting on that vessel still "works," telling a story of that culture.

Does the art fleld? No! The art does not fleld! These fragile paintings will
preserve the mighty concrete!

EULOGY FOR THE LOVEJOY RAMP JULY I I, I998
We are gathered upon this hallowed ground to prepare a friend, this homely yet
noble ediflce, for the great beyond. May the strength of your construction sus-
tain you ttu'ough the gates of entropy. All composite things must decay.

A Ramp is a funny thing-curious, not a full bridge per se, a ramp can only
get one halfway to somell'here, such is the plight of all ramps-placing the
weary traveler in the neverland of perpetual arrival or departure. Let us have a
moment of silence for all ramps.

And yet! a ramp is also gloriousl It is the inclined plane that has given
humankind the ability to traverse over large objects. Witness the daredevil on
his motorcycle-what does he use to leap, to soar with the eagles, but our
friend the wedge.

No less an authority than the philosopher Luctretius has referred to this
wedge as the clinamen, the very thing which creates turbulence in the laminar
flow of existence, allowirg life to happen.

But enough platitudes-our attention is on this homely structure-dumpy
of proportion yes, but strong of rebar-with beams thicker than a man is tall.
Bridge over industryl Connector of commerce! Friend to the winol

No prizes of beauty you've won in your day, true, yet even the inebriate
uncle who overeats and scares the children remains a part of the family. It is
your banality we cherish, for you remind us that the bulk of history is comprised
of the uninteresting, the unimportant, and the unwritten. What was banal for
our forefathers will remain banal for our children's children, and so on, and so
on, ad expurgatum. So goes the cycle of life.

Nay, yow past ablutions consisting chiefly ofthe urine stains and excreta of
those dispossessed souls who would call you simply-Home. We now give you
the ablution of-fizzy champagne.

Witness now, as the egg of life hurtles through the hoop of death. Fertile
becomes fallow, the brackish milk flows forth from the bosom of the blighted-
please, strike the gong of remembrance! Now let the fog of amnesia roll across
the landscape of absence towards the hamlet of forgetfulness.

IB ARCADE RLGGA
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:HE LOVEJOY ART COLUMNS HAVE WANDERED
Jnrestrained by vertical load and absolute utiliW, the colurllns have reassembled
ln the banks of an intersection. Skewed, recombined, and elevated, the columns
)ear new relationships to one another-their mythological tattoos retelling and
'evealing stories that smell both Aegean and Pacific.

Where there had been viaduct there is now "hat"-phantom tributary-areas
,hat shelter the artwork and uphold offerings to the cosmos. The weight of
.raffic has been replaced by the suction of ubiquitous Portland cloud cover.
lhis release has expelled ingots of compressed earth, lifting each column into
,he air on telescopic pedestals of obsidian. The paving flows around them like
rurrents of silt.

Ttavelers in automobiles and trains feel unanticipated inclinations as they
rass. Behind dark windows in the Amtrak "Coast Starlight," a clothier imagines a
lress as thin as paint, its flourishes exalting the skin underneath-if only the train
vonld stop. Cars park in the late aftemoon for romance h the groves. A couple
peculates on what the artist would think of the place. A man walking his dog
vonders how these pillars survived an era ofslash-and-bum real estate. others
magine all the stories the columns have literally held-encapsulated briefly in
axis, trucks, and Ford Pintos. A few lock their doors. As it gets dark, Ianterns
iuspended from the columns begin to illunrinate the paintings. From the road,
he spaces become a constellation, a luminous gate to an area that was once a
narsh before it was claimed by industry.

'his 
proiect would not be possible withoul the tremendous support o[ mony individuols, institu-

ons, ond the communily. To dote this project hos received over $4 l6,000 in donoted lond,
lemolition expertise, ond professionol services We would like to thonk especiolly Eloise
)omrosch for her involuoble leodership, ond Cloire Deon for her tireJess efforis regording the
;onservotion ond restorotion of the pointings. We need to roise on odditiono $.1.5 million to
ee the project through to complelion

'leose consider moking o tox-deductible contribution to
'he 

Regionol Arts ond Culture Council
\ttention: Friends of the Columns
)20 SW Moin Street suite 42O
'ortlond, OR 97205
503) 8235r r r

1 . The dying swon, from the Eulogy

2. Tom Stefopoulos, first ortist of the Peorl District

3. View of the romp ond pointings, circo l95O
4. The Art Columns of the Loveioy Romp

soved from the wrecking boll, summer 
,1999

5. The first RIGGA gotewoy scheme, which-
olos-bit the dusi.

6. Steel Chopeous ond Obsidion Shoes

Jomes Horrison, John Koshiwoboro, Peter

Nylen, Eon Eldred ond Richord Gorfield ore
the members of RIGGA-on ort, orchitecture,
ond design studio in Portlond, Oregon.
The Rorified lnstitute for Growing Gigontic
Anomolies. Topping the lotent erotic energy
of bureoucrocy since 1996.
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THE NEW
AND THE

URBANISA^
OLD CLASS

An Opinion By Michoel Pyotok FAIA

THEY MAY BE DEFINING IT, BUT IN PARTICULAR,
OTHERS IN THE ORGANIZATIONS I HAVE CITED,

HOW IT IS

BUT OTHER
BEING APPLIED WI
CARING MEMBERS

Modern design, with its

more rotionol bosis for

moss production, hed the

promise of befier meeting

humon biologicol ond
"spirituol" needs.

AAembers of on orchitecturo

cffice in Son Frcnclsco,
.eccling lc the striclures -rf

ihe ,Vrodern rVrcvemerl d;=
iro the ole 6Os, cokeC

fclnoys lo oosen up cnd
lo hr.;monize their design

think ng

PART I - THIS IS THE FIRST SECTION OF A TWO-PART ARTICLE BY MICHAEL PYATOK.

THE SECOND INSTALLMENT WILL BE PUBLISHED IN THE NEXT ISSUE OF ARCADE.

ORIGINS

Contrary to how it may be portrayed by', or to, the media, the New Urbanism was not created suddenly by a handful of individ-

uais who invented these ideas. The organization represents the natural congealing of ideas incubating among thousands of my

peers who, over the past thirty years, have been rethinking, exTerimenting, and practicing these ideas which we thought to be

better ways of organizing humanity and implanting ourselves on this planet. As we approached our 50s, we had sufficient expt

rience and track record, whether in the academy or in practice or both, to find ourselves in positions of power and credibility

to begin to be heard. We understand that the values underlying the products and environments produced for the middle classe

in this age of late industrialization are now out of sync with the intelligence and environmental awareness of a growing seg-

ment of those sarne classes, a "quality of life" awaxeness gained during this "age of information," built upon a half century of

postwar, publicly subsidized higher education. But some of us are also realizing that the recommendations of our generation t(

help those classes out of their dilemmas are too often out of s,.nc with the needs of lower socioeconomic classes.

Our generation's sense of mission sprung from both the benefrts and mistakes of the previous generation of architects.

An earlier generation of artists, designer and architects who shaped the Modern Movement, also spnmg from a set of social,

economic and political conditions rmique to their time that linked thern with industrialists and other forms of emerging new

wealth to prornote the values of mass production and the liberating promises of the "machine age." Partly inspired by

admirable, socially motivated tendencies, many wanted to spread the cultural wealth that industrialization promised. Mass pro

duction held the promise of expanding the demographic base of consumption leading to physical comfort and convenience for

+- -+,t,
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ABSTRACT

This orticle briefly reviews the origins of the New Urbonism

ond its monifesto os emerging from the sociol chonge move-

ments of the 1960s, which in turn evolved out of ideos of o
previous generotion o[ Americon ond Europeon designers

living through the rise of modern'industriolizotion. ln o simi-

lor monner to the Modern Movement's opposing design

monihstos, which represented different closs interests, some

connecled to industry ond others with lobor movements,

hrvo groupings o[ Americon orchitects ond plonners hwe
emerged to foce fodoy'r economic, sociol ond environmenlol

chollenges. On the one hond, todoy's promoters of the lotest

utopion design monibsto, colled the New Urbonism,

oggressively use the medio ond olign themselves with

privole developers, moyors ond redevelopment ogen-

cies, ond notionol clients like entertoinmenl's Disney,

HUD ond ils PHAs, ond, mosl recently, Al Gore's com-

poign. Arising from the some turmoil of the '1960s, ond

porollelto the New Urbonigs, orose o more loosely

offilioted nehnork o[ progressive ocodemic ond proctic-

ing plonners ond orchitech who hwe oligned them-

selves with disenfronchised underclosses not benefiting

from the economic weolth o[ the postwor ero.

DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITIES THAT HAS ALIENATED NOT JUST MYSELF AND
HE LARGER DESIGN PROFESSIONS WHO ARE HESITATING FROM EMBRACING IT.

',,'-,,,,^*J

Communily design cenlers

begon forming in lhe ote
'6Os ond become pc iticolly

involved in effcrts to numcn-

ize thelr design thlnking.

The CNU, three decodes

ofter lhe protests of the
'50s. rcs ceccme tne

ly't,e:tnc Siewort :i urbor

design, cul lnc f rom historv

exomples of whot tney

believe to be civi exompies

of hrmo,: seltemenl uoiot
inq tren lc :neet tcdoys
unrqre corditions.

)veryone, while modern design, with its more "rational" basis for mass production, held the promise of better meeting human

riological and even "spiritual" needs.

The more "progressive" designers of that same movement wanted to weaken the hegemonic cultural control exerted by

he wealthy classes, expressed through their pompous architectural displays and possessions, an aesthetic learned in educa-

ional settings that descended from France's elite Ecole des Beaux Arts. While these creations required labor-intensive work

ry skilled craftsmen, they often ignored the needs of the masses. A new and exciting aesthetic foundation for mass production

vas needed to make its products more palatable to the public. But at the same time it increased the wealth and power of the

ndustrial new rich who erploited the growiag numbers of factory-based workers. In the same way that political cormections

re being n-rade by today's generation of activist designers and planners, as the CNU is doing with the Gore campaign, so too,

hen, in their zeal, some architects toyed with gaining favor with political parties to promote their ideas as the Bauhaus' Mies

/an Der Rohe and Phiiip Joluison did with the Nazis or Harmes Meyer did with the Socialists and even others with the Bolshevists.

The prcigressive architects of that earlier generation saw the burgeorring factory-based cities of the "machine age" as des-

terately needing refomr, ar.rd simultaneously der'ised two opposing strategies, one for rebuilding ald one for escape. Inner-citl'

lensities and mixes of uses in older cities inspired dreams by architects to erase their dense and unhealthy pasts witli high-

ises and open spaces to improve conditions for light and air, ingredients for a healthy life, in their view Others, driven by

nore romantic, almost anti-ci(y dreams, developed ideas of how to build idyllic con.ununities in more country-like settings.

ilhile the fomer rationalists gave suppoft to urban renewal schemes, the latter garden city romaltics and their descendents

vent on to contribute to America's mid-Ttventieth Century suburban escape.

PYATCK ARCADE 2I
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WORTD EXCESSES AND THIRD WORLD DEFICIENCIES; BETWEEN CORPORATE 'FREE'
MENT; BETWEEN THE OUEST FOR GOOD DESIGN ON BEHATF OF PROPERTIED CL,

And so was bom America's double-edged sword for urban renewaVremoval

and suburban gtrowth/sprawl, both resulting in a wasteful consumption of

resources and presumably negative consequences for families, whole communities

and the natural environment. Both efforts primarily served the interests of those

citizens who appeared to pay their own way to receive the beneflts, aithough

m4jor government subsidies heavily assisted both enterprises. Both efforts created

less than admirable consequences for the poor and working poor.

In the face of these disconcerting conditions, my generation was entering the

schools of architecture and plaming dudng the 1960s. The Civil Rights movement,

along with the Vietnam War and its military draft reaching up into the middle class-

es, the unjust consequences ofurban renewal and removal, and the damaging

exploitation of the environment all angered my generation. It prodded us emerging

design professionals to direct that same doubt and suspicion about arrogant corpo-

rate and military expertise toward our own educational institutions and the dogma

popular at that time for how to design a better world for humankind. Boycotts

were the order of the day by the mid-'60s in schools of architecture and planning,

and radical reform of design and planning curricula was the preoccupation of the

late 1960s into the frrst half of the 1970s.

Many of us learned to look critically at the history of our professions, the ide-

ological and epistemological origins of our professions' ideas, and hungered for
altemative ca.reers with a better basis for invention that would create a more just

and more planet-sensitive design enterprise this time around. Some joined the

Peace Corps, others stayed home as Vista Volunteers. Some joined universities to

think about the past, experiment with the present and dream about the future

without the compromises of everyday practice. Some created the fust "community

design centers," to directly serve the needs of disenfranchised communities. Some

thought the social and behavioral sciences would show the way until they learned

that Western human sciences suffered from a serious case of "positivism," predis-

posing them to aloof detachment and to trivial quantification of the obvious.

Anthropology, with its methodologr of participant observation, encouraged those

with political tendencies to merge with under-served populations in their quest for
justice tluough participatory planning and design methods. Neo-Marxism and its

cultural critiques fueled the analysis of plaruLing and architectural theories to seek

out their implicit cormections to the evils of capitalism. Biologl and ecology were

coming of age and their flndings were providing a foundation for architects and

plarmers seeking more planet-sensitive interventions.

Others, less prone to seeking ideas from much beyond the traditional bounds

of the design professions, sought answers from within the more limited physical

world of space and form as understood by architects and plarurers. They sought

examples from history considered by their values to be more enduringly successfu

solutions, revising and updating them to meet today's unique conditions and elevat

ing them to archetypes and formulas for future success. It is from these roots that

much of the CNU's principles and approach spring.

It should be noted that most of my generation accepted the culture of con-

sumption and its exhibitionism, joining in its celebration either tluough overtly

commercial applications or as high art in various strains of radical individualism

and self-indulgence, some stretching the limits of their believability by claiming

links to philosophical deconstructionism.

As the old adage states, axchitects do not come into their prime until they

begin to approach 50 years of age. It is not by accident that these many strains of
protest and quests for better alternatives axe now reaching their maturity for my

generation. What might be characterized as the Progressive Left has coalesced

around such orgarfzations as The Planners' Network (PN), the Association of
Community Design Centers (ACD), and Architects Designers and Plarmers for

Social Responsibility (ADPSR). The first two formed in the early 1970s, a direct

outgrowth of the 1960s disenchantment with the results of market-driven

economies, and actively pursue their interests to this day. ADPSR formed in the

early 1980s in response to Reagan's callous disregard for social and economic jus-

tice and poor environmental stewardship to support massive military spending,

and it too had several active chapters around the country.

Also in the early 1970s, university-based faculty and researchers looking

toward the social and behavioral sciences formed the Environmental Design

Research Association (EDRA) to improve the foundations upon which the work of

architects and plarurers might be based. Finally, some of the more mainstream

practicing professionals, many of whom also held academic positions permitting

them to reflect and experiment, were also seeking change and congealed only

recently under the rubric of the "New Urbanism" which formalized itseU in the earl;

1990s. It initially carne on the scene primarily to serve the needs of the suburbs,

which flnally had grown to be the nation's centers of population and of political

and economic power, but maturing to intolerable physical conditions. At the same

time, their offspring began fleeing to rediscover the cities, some of them claiming,

to spite their parents, to be New Urbanists.

As with the earlier generation, this generation of architects and plarurers has

begun to show the magnitude of their political and methodological differences. On
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DIMINISHING POWER OF LABOR AND
REDUCTION IN QUALITY OF LIFE FOR

AUALITY OF OUR ENVIRON-
NON-PROPERTIED CLASSES.

THE
THE

,he one hand, there are those r^{lose careers arld lifestyles have remained

lntrenched geographically and intellectually close to the lives of the disenfral-
:hised. Some originated from these ranks ard no arnount of professional educa-

ion and practice car socialize them out from those roots. They are firndamentally

luspicious of organizations like the CNU comprised almost exclusively of mem-

)ers of a privileged professional class, particularly when they espouse, with
rnshakeable confidence and braggadocio, that they have formd solutions not only

lor members of their own class, but for everyone else as well.

That their ideas are embraced and used by developers to expand their proflts,
)r by mainstream politicians to give the appearances that entrenched social and

lconomic problems are being solved by a change of scenery further leads these

:ritics to distrust the outcomes. The critics have not only kept a suspicious arn's
ength fronr the centrist New Urbar-iists, but often furd themseh,es in direct conllict
,vith them since each group ofprofessionals often senes different socioecononric

:lasses who are in conflict witli each other while stmggling for a piece of
\merica's economic and geographic pie. Even lthen the CNLI is atten-rpting to

;en'e the ttttderclasses. their et.rtr6e into these efforts is through agencies tvhose

;tyle and interests often are distrusted by those beirg "served," for good reasons

earred from past experiences with them.

Hence, as in the Modern Movement, a:rd CL{M, intemal differences of opinion
vithin my generation of alc:hitects and planners rer.olve around issues of class,

.e., from vrhere in the body potitic and culture do these ideas arise, and rviro is
ray'ing for tlieir evolut,ion? Son.re understa:iding of these differences nray lead to
m understatrding of areas of overlap and potential con.tplementarity between the
nembers of the CNU on the one hand, and those of the ACD, PN and ADPSR on

he other. There are some of us, like the author, wiro are members of all of these

>rganizatious because of their significant areas of or.erlap and n'rutual endeavors.

\nd, as with all organizatiorls. sone vuould classifl'their differences as either nore
ievere, or less, than I do.

But it is that very central position of physic:al design put forth by the CNII in
he overall scherne for ilnproving society', not just by how nanowly they may lte

lefining it, but in parlicular, hou'it is being applied witllin disadvantaged comnru-

rities that has alienated not just myself and others in the orgalizations I have

:ited, but other caring rnembers of the larger design professions who are hesitat-

ng from embracing it. By accepting the dominance of the "material" in our sociefi
he organization may be just perpetuating the deep causes of our maladies, only
rorrecting it now sfficiently enough to redress its recent destructive social and

physical coliseqllences, in order to allow us all to contilue to ntake acquisition a-nd

appearaJrces the centers of our being.

It is not surprising that the CNU's leadership linked itself as advisors to Gore's

campaign and its platform for "livable communities," and that other architects ard
planners, including some of its own membership, see value in Ralph Nader's posi-

tions. To the CNU leadership, someone Iike Gore seems to represent those in our
country who find some fault with the present way our culture, through its com-

bined private and public resources, has been developing our cities and their edges.

To them the basic framework is sound and could improve its performance if intelli-
gent altenlatives are presented. To others, someone like Nader, while he may never
be elected, raises questions about the fairness ofthe basic structure of our society.

He raises the bar of criteria which measure the performances of those in power
against tlie real qualify of life for all, especially for those who are left out of the for-
mulas for success in malket-driven economies. Our nation's Naders do not wear
the lenses ofthe dominant ideology that too often prevent us from seeing the con-

nections between First World excesses and Third lVorld deficiencies; between cor-
porate "free" trade and the diminishing pol\,er of labor a:rd the quality of our en'ui-

ronnlent; betu'eetr the quest for good design on behalf of propertied classes and the
reduction in quality of life for tlie non-propertied classes.

It was Nader who spoke to us at the WTO and IMF protests in Seattle and DC

in 2000, trot Gore or Bush. The Naders of the vyorld lose elections, but I think in the

Iong term, history rnay be orr the side of their nressage. Policy makers, as have the

corporations or-er the past 30 years, Iisten closely when people like trim speak for
they help correct the en'ors of their ways. The critics of the CNII will not bring
dorT'n n'hat is becoming the dornina:rt ideology of the mainstream for the develop-

ment of our enr.ironment in the foreseeable future because it is compatible with
the logic ard ideology of market-driven ecorromies. \vliile tirey may help some in
the years airead, \4,e carl only hope that their critics witl be heard as well, and they
will make the effott to mitrinfze the pain they will be causing others. If not, the next
generation, just like or-rrs did, will soon be on their heels, pointing to their contra-
dictions and failings, and how capitalism compromised their charter and co-opted

their tlemberslip irto simply creating a more seductive forni of business as usual. I

Michoel Pyotok FAIA is the principol of Pyotok Associores with offices in Seottle, WA
ond Ooklond, CA. He is o Professor in the College of Architecture ond Urbon Plonning

ot the Universily of Woshington
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LIBRARY AS

REFLECTIONS ON REM KOOLHAAS'S NEW PROPOSAL FOR SEATTLE'S PUBLIC LIBRARY By Ayod Rohmoni

PHOTCS: Loro Swimmer

A friend working in one of the offices
in Seattle recently lamented to me the
way his colleagues were quick to criti-
cize Rem Koolhaas's proposal for a
new public library in that city. He was
of course correct to point out that
offering criticism from a spectator's
point of view alone contributes little
or nothing to the discipline of architec-
ture. In reply, however, I suggested
that this faulty judgment does not nec-
essarily represent the wealcress of a
select few, but the manifestation of
a much larger cultural phenomenon:
namely that the nexus of public life-
where people axe effortlessly intimate
with their surroundings-has long
been replaced by a world in which the
computer increasingly defines how we
establish our lcrit with society. We no
Ionger understand the world with our
body but with our eyes.

I mention my brief exchange with
my friend for the reason that it struck
me as particularly germane to
Koolhaas's manner of reinventing the

library. In fact, a quick look at his proposal would suggest that he was bent on
correcting all that my friend sees as problematic in our age of disengagement. To

bring people back into the city, Koolhaas invests the library with a camival-like
scenario in which the electronic medium plays a central role, and where the
book constitutes but a single component of the entire culture of the building.
Here the library is no longer limited to books and reading, but is exploded to
include functions as diverse as a museum, a children's center, a coffee house and
perhaps even a nightclub. In Koolhaas's words: "In addition to the typical library
there will be 'attractions' that ...will transform the library from a space to read
into a social center with multiple responsibilities." This is of course very interest
ing, not to mention daring, and one could only imagine how surprised the client
must have been to hear that their main function had been manipulated this way.

Koolhaas is one of those architects who feels it necessary to offer designs
that explain the world and the curency of the times, and not simply solve a par-
ticular programmatic problem. It can be said that he is a philosopher of the tran-
sitional moment and that his aim is one of capturing the essence of the unfolding
crisis in architectural terms. Which means that his buildings axe not the expres-
sion of the beautiful, but of the problematic or the enigmatic. In our age this
means coming to terms with the computer and all the telecommunication capaci
ties that have been made possible through it. Inventions such as e-mail and the
World Wide Web, which by now have become ubiquitous and fully integrated intr
our psychological construct, have enabled us to transcend traditional boundaries
and act independently. We no longer rely on the shop or the offlce for the things
these places traditionally offered, we need them only as an aesthetic exlrerience,
a place that affords visual stimulation and social interaction. I no longer rely on
the physical role ofthe bookstore or the clothing store or the travel office down
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A cutowoy version

of the iibrory

model, with hn,o

ponels removed
io see the interior.

ne street to adr.ance n-ry life, but I do need theni as agents that could l'reip n're

ocialize, show myself, and act like a dandy. ln this light, Koolhaas has this to
ay: "...thc last decade has shown an accelerated erosion of the pubiic domair.r,
epiaced by increasingil' sophisticated and entertaining for:rs of tire private."
.nd insofar ers the iibrary is concerned, the information revolutiotl ilas placed it
1 an increasingl_v more marginalized position: inith infomration nroring aboui
,'ith greater iiquidity it is less likely that people rnill depend on the centrality of
,s purpose. Here Koolhaas uses an emerging phenomenon as an opportunity to
mpty out an old function and replace it with another to advance a new- cause.

In lts public presentation to the City of Seattle, Koolhaas talked about the e-
ook. an invention lingering in the horizon, in vr,hich the reader need not *'orry
bout the stacks of books that so constituted the labytinth of the old library,, 216
Tough in'hicl-r many indiliduals have been Iost to etemai dizziness. No, in this
yper-minimal world, the entire collection of world literature is condensed in a
ingular piece of work, a single book whose electronic storing capacity allows us
ccess to whatever book we want. In an ironic and deranged twist of events, this
; akin to r.r,hat Borges had in mind when he r,r.rote in The Libraty of Babel,lhat
in some shelf of some hexagon, men reasoned, there must exist a book *'hich is
re cipher and perfect compendium of all the rest: some librarian perused it, and
; is analogous to a god...To me, it does not seem unlikely that on some shelf of
re universe there lies a total book." And at the end of this fable about books
nd lorowledge, Borges leaves us with an eerie footnote that predicts in
retaphorical terms the course of things to come:

Letizio Alvqrez de Toledo hos observed thot the vost librory is useless.

Strictly speoking, one single volume should suffice: o single rolume of

ordinory formot, printed in nine or ten i.ype bociy, ond consisting of on infi-
nite number of infinitely thin poges. This silky Vqde Mecum would scorcely
be hondy: eoch opporent leof of the book would divide into other onolo-
gous ieores. The inconceivobie cenirol leof would hove no reverse.
Tl-ris does co4jure up, along uith "a single r-olume...consisting of an infinite

number of infiriltelv thin pages..." an eryression of this very same e-book that
Koolhaas and othcrs are talking about a screen through wltch an infinite number
of flat pages (w'hether one calls them Ieaves or Web pages or dialogue boxes, it
does not matter), are retrieved, read and then dissolved once again. Of course
neither Borges nor Koohaas are pafticularly concerned about resolving the prac-
tical problem of finding enough space for the continuing escalation of books year
after year, altiiough as an architect, Rem is perhaps naturally likely to be atten-
tive to this issue. Rather they are more fundamentally alluding to a world in
which too mucl-r information has begun to fleld to a kind of meaninglessness
where notNng and everfihing matters; a labyrinth of sorts that knows no begin-
ning and no end. Again Borges writes: "The Library is a sphere whose consum-
mate center is any irexagon, and whose circumference is inaccessible."

Rem *'ent on to speak briefly about the context of the site and said that the
neighboring buildings exhibit little or no character at all and are as sucl-r "gener-
ic." This is interesting, because when he finally flipped on the slide that showed
his design, the results were such that his proposed expression was in many ways
even more generic than the buildings across the street. This sense of aesthetics
can be provocative in the way he shifted the volumes and created, in his terms,
"a pre-quaked" expression. The manipulation of volumes is striking in the way
they appear-as if floating in thin air-but the final volumes are so abstract they
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DOES NOT SEEAA GUIDED BY
OF AN ARTIST LOOKING TO AAAKE

THE PRINCIPLES OFA BEGUILING IAAAGE TRUE TO
SOLID AND VOID, CENTER AND EDGE, BALANCE

BETWEEN THE HORIZCNTAL AND THE VERTICAL,
BUT BY THE AAIND CF AN INTELLECT WHO SEEKS

TC INTERPRET AND EXEAAPLIFY HIS WCRLD.

R EAA

THE EYE

allude to nothing other than their relent-
less adoration for the box. Unlike his
design for the Educatorium in Utrecht-
where the exterior gave explicit hints as
to the section of the interior-here we
see little other than the anonymous box
hovering in space, seemingly defying
gravity.

All this may sound like criticism,
but I am ambivalent about the design.
At this point it is a bit too early to place
judgment on it. I mean to say this: the
generic quality of Koolhaas's expression
seems to complement his r,ieu' of place-
lessness r,is-a-vis the computer and its
concomitant telecommunication abili-
ties. Speaking in this light, Hans Ibelings
writes in Supennodernism that

olthough the individuolt rodius

of oction coniinues to expond os

o result of increosing mobility,

spoce itself is being steodily

reduced to o zone thot is tro-
versed, on inlervol in o continu-

ous movement interrupted ot

most for o brief stopover...

Herein lies o porodox of the

exponding world, for while the

oreo designoted os fomilior terri-
tory is lorger thon ever before,

people find the *orld less ond

less meoninglul, precisely

becouse o lorge portion of the

known world is fomilior only
from q fleeting visit ond is not o

ploce, with which people feel

some offinity, where they feel ot

home, where they octuolly meet other people rqther thon simply being

thrown together by chonce.
And along the same lines of thought, Paul Verlio, the French cultural critic,

writes of the idea of the interface: "From the fence to the screen by way of the
rampart's stone walls, the boundary-surface has been continually transformed,
perceptibly or imperceptibly. Its most recent transformation is perhaps that of
the interface. The question of access to the city then should be asked in a new
w-ay: Does a greater metropolis still have a fagade?"

One could ask the same question about the fagade of a building today: Does
a public building have a fagade in the age of electronics? Rem obviously does
not think so. His proposal shows neither reference to anthropomorphism nor
any bias towards frontal associations. His boxes are anonyrrlous and mute to
urban forces and, as such, can be faceless. The face of the building has given
way to a kind of interface, to use Verlio's tenn, in which acti','ities are inserted
and hyper-energized. Koolhaas actually speaks of the spaces between the floor
slabs in those very terms: "these in-between spaces are like trading floors where
librarians inform and stimulate, where the interface between the different plat-
forms is organized spaces for work, interaction and play and reading."

There is perhaps little surprise in all this. Architects all over the world have
been working with this kind of an idiom for a while now. What is of note, how-
ever, is the issue of composition and how it seems to have been truly discarded.
Looking at Rem's assemblage of boxes and spaces, I have the impression that
there is no "a-priori" compositional agenda. Everything we see is in principal to
make room for a cultural, technological and psychological phenomenon. In
designing this building, Rem does not seem guided by the eye ofan artist look-
ing to make a beguiling image true to the principles of solid and void, center
and edge, balance between the horizontal and the vertical, but by the mind of an
intellect who seeks to interpret and exemplify his world. Scale is obliterated in
a place where scale had traditionally been paramount. There is really no telling
how big this building is or how many floors it embraces. Rather, like the
leviathan Moby Dick, it rises in a shroud of ambiguity.

With the library, we get a distinct sensibility, with forms less motivated by
a skilled hand keenly interested in the poetry of tectonics, and more by a mind
deeply fascinated by the currency ofthe age and the way recent technologies
are shaping and reshaping our lives. Most noteworthy in this light is Koolhaas's
brilliant way of synthesizing the metaphors of the electronic age, namely the
idea of Web, with the need to make for a new structural exlrression in architec-
ture. Some criticize Rem's representational ways, using puns to form something
fundamentally so three-dimensional and grave. However the introduction of the
web metaphor into Koolhaas's expression captures quite elegantly his vision of

a world made homogenous and ethe-
real by recent technologies. To be
sure, Koolhaas never quite refers to
this structural device in terms of the
electronic web, however it is not too
difficult to infer this association giver
his theoretical language. It is the web
that enshrouds the community into
one, like the plzrstic wall at Ronchaml
achieving similar aims in addressing
the unity ofthe congregation. Here th
web structural invention is used to
hold almost the entire assemblage of
slabs. flelding ro an expression in
which the solids appear to levitate in
mid-air, as if hypnotized on thin layer:
of light.

In a world where the city and the
self seem ever more fragmented and
irrelevant, Rem is out to reunite
things. But unlike the New Urbanists,
his method does not rely on sentimer
tality; he does not romanticize the olc
but provokes new possibilities for tht
future. He does not push aside the
computer to re-establish universal an
timeless values, but uses the qualities
of the electronic age to correct every-
thing that that technology marginal-
ized in the first place. With the librarl
reinvented in the image of the carnival
it is likely that people will not only
look at their city, but will also engage
it experientially and in the round. I

Ayod Rohmoni is on Assistont Professor of
Architecture ot Woshington Stote University

in Pullmon.
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In 140 small villages in West Africa, a simple machine-no bigger than a lawn-
mower-is rapidly changing and radically improving life for women and their fami-
lies. This is a machine that replaces the most strenuous and time-consuming tasks
in a typical day for a womarr in rural Africa. The ability of one machine to pr:ll
water and to process grain for whole villages means that women are free for
income-generating, health care and educational actMties. Important reasons for
the success of this machine now being disseminated by international aide orgarLi-
zations throughout West Africa are its locally milled parts and its renewable
souce of fuel-the extract of a locally found weed-making it a machine that,
compared to just about every other machine on the planet, can mn forever.

THAT'S SUSTAINABILft

Socialist countries in western Europe have constructed societies where, with the
government as broker, progressive taxation distributes wealth in such a way as to
nearly eliminate poverty.

In Los Angeles, untreated wastewater is now being guided ttuough miles of sand
and natural substrata to be pumped out flve years from now as drinking water.

Imagine cars running on Scottish broom fuel and jobs based upon a notion of
bartered services, rather than profit and exploitation. Imagine equal access to
justice and positions of power.

THAT'S SUSTAINABILITY.

Slowly evolving from a mere exercise in head scratching, "sustainability" now
threatens to engulf us all. TtLis is suppose to be a movement about cities living
according to their means, about planning for seven generations forward.
Sustainability redefines the "needs assessment" from which traditional planning
begins. Need no longer begins with the most recent U.S. Cersus or even population
forecasts, but begins with our grandchildren's grandchildren's grandchildren. This
is serious mold-breaking and a radical approach to city planning.

Where sustainability has taken off, middle-class problem-solving is taking place.
Growth management and the new urbanism-both part of any sustainability
matrix-are bottom-up approaches to everyday needs like getting to work and
affording a home. Sustainability is attractive here because it strives to make life
easier by focusing on transportation and housing efficiencies. The next big step for
sustainability will be to define a more genuine approach to the needs of the non-
voters. This will be a challenge-by one definition, sustainable development is
"the realization of fuller and greater potential and progressive social betterment
without growing beyond ecological carrying capacity."

It's statements like this that point to another area where work is needed: no one
really understands the language of sustainability. Indicators, outcomes, globalism,
green tearns-all of this urgency without context reflects upon the youthfulness
of sust.ainabilitv.

A dcafth of models in urban sustainability has helped to distance the movement
frorn popular compreltension. Around the wortd, bits and pieces of sustainable plans
are held up as models-but there ale no nlodels for fully sustainable city systems.

p!OTCS: A;rico \/vo le' Z sele Secii e Krrrl Wo ken

There are countless examples of states,
cities, and villages that have, without
the benefits ofplars or strategies, sus-
tained themselves for thousands of
years without long-term harm to the
global environment. In fact, there is no
reason to think-despite the short-term
indicators-that we do not already live
in fully sustainable cities.

Sustainability can remind us of some-
ttr-ing we haven't yet experienced in
westem America-that cities axe natu-
rally (and wonderfully) self-correcting.
Imbalance is what gives cities life and
invites change and correction. Would
anyone want to live in the impossible
"state ofnature" city?

It is ourjob as planners to keep the
corrections coming-poverty, pollu-
tion, gridlock, illiteracy-these needs
and corrections deserve our fullest
attention.

Here in Seattle, we built a stadium
designed to last for thousands ofyears.
After one generation, we brought it
down. Urbanists like us relish change
and a city just out of balance; our cities
are unsustainable by design. Our con-
tinued focus on the functioning city-
that may or may not be sustainable-is
our best guarantee that hundreds of
years from now, in Portland and Seattle,
we will still be shuffling around together,
having these same conversations. I

Wolter Zisette wriles on houslng ond

plonning issues in Seotie.

SUSTAINABILITY PAVES TH E Y/AY
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These essoys ore port of o series on Second Ave
by the outhor, Hiroshi Motsuboro.

A GRANDFATHER'S TALE
When my grandfather moved to Seattle from Japan in 1908, there w'ere no more than
30,000 residents. Back then, Second Avenue served as the central artery of downtown
where most of the city's business took place. Frederick & Nelson had a department
store on Second Avenue at Madison Street before the company built its flagship store
(which Nordstrom remodeled in 1999) on Fifth Avenue in 1916. My grandfather worked
in the furniture department of this store. The store was a well-crafted, stone clad
structure in the Romanesque style. The company installed one of the city's first
elevators for its customers.

The Gold Rush that began on the banks of the Yukon River in Alaska in tl're 19th
century brought new prosperity to many parts of the Northwest, especially to Seattle.
In 1909, the City of Seattle hosted the Naska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition to express its
interest in expansion into the international market. The erposition was mainly held on
the University of Washington carnpus; how'ever, as par[ of the exposition ceremonies,
parades by foreign representatives were held in downtown, especially on Second Avenue.

THE PARADE
Among the Japanese representatives, there rl'as an eccentric man who decided to
pafticipate in the procession rn'ith other fellou'Japanese people by flying his newly
self-crafted biplane. Modern aviation history began with the Wright brothers' first biplane
flight in 1903. Clearly the airplane symbolized tl-re highest technology of the early 20th
century. This bright Japanese fellow was very proud that he had mastered world class
technology in such a short time, but he had one big problem. The speed of his biplane
was much greater than the speed of the procession. It would be a disgrace for him to
fly over Second Avenue without keeping pace witll the rest of the procession.

To solve his speed problem, he bought a fifty-yard rope and tied it onto his airplane.
Ten young Japanese men, including my grandfather, were hired and told to run down the
street with the rope. The men controlled the speed of the biplane by pulling on the rope
during the parade. It must have been quite hard to run with the rope alongside nine
other people. I appreciate this story because the occasion brought a beautiful ryrnbiosis
between high technolos/ Ouilding an airplane) and low technologz (controlling the
speed with human power), which we may have lost in the last 90 years.

When I moved to Seattle from Southern Califomia three years ago, my first job
happened to be in an axchitectural office located a block away from the old Frederick &
Nelson store where my grandfather worked. Whenever I walk on Second Avenue and
I hear an airplane approaching SeaTac airport, I think of this little biplane and my
grandfather running with nine other men on the street.

Hiroshi Motsuboro is Architect-Principol ot GM Studio. His grondfother grew up in Seottle before leoving to
ottend orchilecture school ot the Universily of Oregon. After finishing his degree, he moved to New York City
ond worked for McKim, Meod ond While until he decided to join the U.S. Armyos o volunteer. He wos sentto
Europein l9lBtoserveinWWl HereturnedtoJoponinl923 permonentlyondneverhodochoncelosee
Seottle ogoin. When Hiroshi decided to go to orchitecturol school in Southern Co ifornio 15 yeors ogo, his

grondfother told him the story of the oirplone, os well os other onecdotes he remembered from his experience
in the U.S
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WHITE GIRAFFE ON SECOND AVENUE :'i; ':'$-=, r ''-;;-
the begiryli,Ilgp. p.f hi.gh-rise construction, a relationship has been obsef.v.pd pgnv*"""U"if,4,1og height and owner

Height seerns to be+i&ect indicator of gn ory4er's level of confid*lndbl a*.well,as l Hl'or her level of insecurity.
rMfkC- ,fot ceg4!4.! arrim and sometimes for certain nations.

New;York City. It has been claimed to be a 42-story b98 14€,y.et ha.s:o .a&iflo$is:,,$iis disfrepancy isa perpetual puzzle.
The trunk consists of 21 floors and the tower has 17 floors, includlng 2 floors for Ioft spaCe originaly used as the building
manager's aparhnent. No one has found *re 4Zna floor iei

The building is still quite unique, not least because itcontains the last eight human-operated elevators on the West
Co?+. The farnous Chherc:'Ebom on thb=$,* ,floo.r *as*estored pq, year and reopened, along wittr its observation deck
that |rad previously been closed to the public, This room was originally designed for the wedding reception of the building

and.!rq":,'be€n fu.r.-*Brlntle*s eial parties and events. Tlre m is clad witll W., l and ceiling panels inscribed

. =' 'fume ele. of the'6uilOing's desig4 are rather con-tradictory, pgrhaps because tfre arcfr*ee*-+aggin & Gaggin of
SJirafuse--'hid no previous erqperience at designing high-rise buildings. The ratio of the tower to ttre trunt< is
4 to $, not exactly a classic proportion, and one that gives the effect of a giant white giraffe heading toward Puget Sound.
:slea.ffy the desigper had to reduce the amountof detqil,around the windows for reasons,of'econorny, and this gives the
,trttil4ing a modernist architeehual flavor, Byio the oversized o-mamentation at the cornice. looks as if a neo-classical
buil{ing has landed on an early European modernist block. Although the 22 cawed wooden heads of our respected Chief

-thCv:rto n t colplement the level of sop of ihe qther interior
such as kanslucent Mexican onyx itone.

ffi1tffiidtCgidt$#f.ffi#$d g',lies hidden beneaih, d #bpa.+
il ll i: : l:i :: :r jr .: : :a i,il
,eWffie.of

, b,}t i*.' d;G,P.;,!"g Fil14,E,wo€S':G & G€$fi's lack of experience in
hig!fuise gons-uctiqntln{e them extremely cautious in designing against earthquakes. Wolf Saar from Mithun Partners,
w}lopefried,outthe recent mqior reskiration work onttie buiiding, reports that after two mqjor earthquakes

ff4o$r,Artot*tUoig s Arch rebrf,i*ipot .t O,ra S,rdr ' , ; tt t
'Fnb$os -r{'i"'";t, ,tnq;t;;i Hisrory ond tndusky

f - Modern. Iodd Korom

SECOND AVENUE A.e ADE 29
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MENGAnolysis

MENG Anolysis
Attn: Joel C. Dovis

80 Yesler Woy
Suite 200

Seottle. WA 98104
ph'. 206.587.3797 fox: 206.587,0588
emoil: jdovis@mengonolysis.com
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We are not afraid of change
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The Hunt Group
w.huntgrcup-org

Emick Howard & Seibert, Inc.
w.ehs-des:gn.con

Pacific Architects P.S.
www.paclfi(qrch-com
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rWe've Moved!
Come see our beautiful new gallery space.

ELLIOTT BRO\rN GALLERY

zr5'Westlake Avenue North, Searrle, W'ashington 98ro9
Telephone zo6-14o-8ooo Fax zo6-34o-8oo8
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KATE IOYCE
COMPANY

@

Art Consulting
&

Design Services

1507 Queen Anne Ave. N
Seattle, Washington 98109

206.282.5652 tel
kjoyce@halcyon.com

www.halcyon.com I kioy ce I

Direction and counsel
for acquisition.

Evaluation, placement
and installation of

fine art and fine furniture.
Site specific commissions

Drop in or by appointment

++
a

rln
,

a

BITTERS CO.
international f urnishings
design consulting
cultural events
wine bar

513 n.35th st.
Seattle, WA 98103
1.205 532 0886/f.205 632 1430
bitters@wolfenet.com

DESIGN

ID

ROLAND TERRY
Master Nortbutest Architect
Justin Henderson

"Pays handsome tribute to a beloved elder statesman of
Pacific Northwest design...Terry's work serves as a primer
on how to embrace modern living and the surrounding
landscape with a gentle hand." - The AIA Seattle Architect

Clothbound,$50.00 Paperback,$35.00

UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON PRESS
PO. Box 50096, Seartle, \VA 9814i-5096 www.washingron.edu/urvpress/
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AAAYA LIN
October 17 2A0A

By Koi-Uwe Bergmonn

Nlaya Lin's final image at the conclu-
sion of her recent lecture in Seattle
depicted what looked like a darkened
sky illuminated by a constellation of
bright lights. In contrast to the slides
that had preceded it. this one was
deliberately abstract, and the audience
was left to contemplate it without
explanation. After a long pause and a
sip of water, Lin revealed that the
image was a composite photograph of
the Earth at night. Suddenly, it became
clear that the lights were not natural
but artificial, emanating from city cen-
ters worldwide and so prolific that they
traced the edges of entire continents.
Even more dramatic was the rea)iza-
tion of mankind's impact on the envi-

ronment. Lin spoke of her concel.tl over the growing in'rbalance generated

tl-rrough the extinction of species and miur's need to "over-develop."
Lin challenged the audience to address one of the most important tenets of

architecture-that, by definition, architecture means to develop our environment.
We are, she explained, the stewards of establishing a balance that will allow
mankind eurd the environment to coexist equally. Lin described her desire to utilize
Internet technology to connect broad, diverse and vital natural resources, such
as Antarctica (the world's flrst international park), the Amazon rainforest, and
the ocean floor in order to "provide a better picture of the earth as a whole."
Through this sharing of information, Lin hoped to invest the audience with the
responsibility of taking care of our own planet.

With a well-earned confidence, Lin described her most recent work, a
commission for Stanford University. The project, entitled Timetable, combines
two of the recurring themes of her work: water tables and the relativity of time.
Timetable shares many of the elements characteristic of other projects in her
body of work, such as the Civil Rights Memorial and the Women's Table at Yale

University. In these designs, the inverted cone shapes of the granite water tables
offer a study in the subtle variation of form and reveal her passion for the study

of time. Her work on landfotms
acldress composition on a Iarger scal
Working from clay study models to
bulldozers on site, Lin pushes and pu
the earth-simple, deliberate natural
acts that somehow look random. War

Field at the University of Michigan
reads as an intuitive exercise in trans
forming 10,000 square feet of grass ir
a study of fluid dlmamics in an Esher
esque composition. Her breadth of
work also includes two-dimensional
works on paper which, according to
Lin, are inspired by landscape, topogr
phy, and natural phenomena. Flatlan<
her recent monoprint series, recalls
glacial flelds and the patterns of ice
floes.

Composed of a large and diverse
group of artists, community activists,
architects, and students, the audiencl
at the Universiff of Washington's Kan
Hall demonstrated the tremendous ot
reach Maya Lin has established in the

fourteen years of her studio work.
Maya Lin has engaged with the North
west before as a Pilchuck Glass Scho
artist-in-residence. During her stay, sl
seized upon smooth granite rocks,
known as Pilchuck stones, and asked
glassblowers to blow a series of asyn
metrical, oblong shapes; the glass toc
naturally to these rock-like organic
shapes.

Visiting Seattle this time to intro-
cluce her new book Boundaries, pub-
lished by Simon & Schuster, Lin spok
of her book's intentional ambiguities.
Is it an ar1 book or a textbook'l Sized
large enough to allow for beautiful fu
bleed l'isual documentation of her
work, yet small enough to carry with
you on the bus, it is a book meant to
be read. To Lin, w'ords become materi
with which to sculpt thoughts.

On the cover of Boundar"ies is ar
image of two hands holding a washec
river rock-nature cradled in the
hands of an architect seeking the bal
ance of man and his environment. Th
book begins in Lin's own words:

I feel I exist on the boundories

Somewhere between science qnd ort

ort ond orchitecture

public ond privote

eost ond west

I om olwoys trying to find o bolonce

between these opposing forces,

flnding the ploce where opposites

meet...
I

Koi-Uwe Bergmonn grew up within o
short drive of the Civil Rights AAemoriol

in Alonlgomery, Alobomo.
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M i key Wa lS h December 7 - December 30

Lanny DeVuono

January 4 - February 10 Arth U f S. AU bfy
Harold Hollingsworth

lmage: Arthur S. Aubry, Witch Hat at Argo Blower (124/00), C-Print, 2000

. www.estherclaypool.com .

exhibiting contemporary painting, photography,
sculpture, and works on paper by mid-career

and emerging artists of exceptiohal interest

ESTHER CLAYPOCL GALLERY
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617 Western Avenue Seattle Washington
t 206.264.1 586 f 206 .264.1588 mail@estherc
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TRUST YOUR AAATERIAL
By Peter Sockett

The purchase of a monogpaph is made
with clear intent-there is no dither-
ing. With that act, the buyer devotes
himself discreetly to the work of one.
For architecture, barring a conunis-
sion, it's a way to own a piece of them.
One lcrows what to expect.

In suweying my owrr collection of
monographs, the ones I value most are
those that acknowledge my judgment
in buying them, respect my decision,
and proceed from there. The author
makes no further attempt to sell me on
the quality of the subject. Parting with
fifty dollars for a copy of Roland
Tetry: Master Not-thwest Architect is
my way of saying that I lonow what I'm
after and willing to pay, but author
Justin Henderson isn't taking my word
for it.

Roland Terry (Jriversity of
Washington Press; $50.00) looks back
at the career of a senior architect of
the Pacific Northwest who both
reflected and shaped the tastes of the
clients he served. Featuring render-
ings, documentary portraits and illus-
trations from shelter magazines of the
period, Henderson includes touching
observations and anecdotes from the
people with whom Terry worked close-
ly during his most productive years.

But instead of letting these stand
on their own merits, Henderson comes
precariously close to spoiling their
effect with an overabundance of
superlatives and flattery that do little
to hone the point of the monograph.
Instead, they undercut the content
that tells a much more interesting
story of how his projects came to be;
the origins of Canlis restaurant, the
Carpinteria House, or Nordstrom, for
example, are nearly obscured in the
author's repetitive fingertip kissing
over Terry's genius.

Justin Henderson, a Seattle-based freelance writer on architecture, interior
design and travel, organizes the retrospective of Terry's career into three broad
sections. The fust, "Northwest Master, Roland Terry," is the most biographically
oriented of the three. Henderson describes him in his early years as a man of var-
ied interests, eagerly absorbing information about the world around him. It is
with these impressions that Terry began to form his ideas about modernism,
expressing them in painting and architectural projects.

Where biogfaphy drives the first section, documentary propels the second
and third. The following two sections, entitled "Emerging Brilliance, Terry and
Moore in the 1950s," and "The Master at Work, 1960 through 1990," open Terry's
portfolio.

Handsome renderings, architectural portraits and imagery from shelter maga-
zines from the postwar years bring the body of Terry's work to life. Many of the
illustrations come from old issues of periodicals such as House and Garden. and
House BeautiJul from the 1950s and 1960s. I e4loyed seeing these images, alive
and unexpectedly contemporary-looking with their cartoonish, high-key colors.
Roland Terry benefits from a renewed interest in the designs from the postwar
years in America; there is less of a tendency for his work to look out of keeping
with design tastes of today. Instead, I liked seeing the relationship between the
ideas that influenced his work then and the new designs that attract me now.

Supporting these illustrations and photos are quotes and anecdotes from
several of Terry's greatest admirers. Among them are Anne Gould Hauberg, David
Hewitt, Jack Lenor Larsen, Hope Foote, Jim Olson, Warren Hill, and Ralph
Anderson, who share openly their admiration and support for Terry's body of work.

Architect Jim Olson offers sincere and natural-sounding praise at the start of
Emerging Bri,lliance: "Roland Terry was the man. For residential design at the
highest of the high end, no one else came close. He created an environment, a
Iifestyle, with a sense of history. It was a very cosmopolitan kind of thing..."

Olson's language is informal and relaxed, not the words of a man feeling
pressured for a sound bite-I believe him.

Henderson takes care in the placement of these observations, most of which
he relates to specific buildings in Terry's portfolio. When he allows the quotes and
illustrations to set the tone and gets on with telling the details of the project,
Henderson sounds Iike a joumalist eqioying his work

Henderson opens a passage describing Terry's commercial work for restaura-
teur Walter Clark by quoting the architect himself: "Doing restaurants was always
fun. I always felt the most important thing was to make sure people were com-
fortable."

Following this, the author, taking his cue, describes Clark's objectives for
The Crabapple restaurant, and then, how Terry achieved them with a modern
arrangement of earthy and textured materials. But too often, Henderson refuses
to let the designs speak for themselves.

Perhaps fearing we missed the point, he pokes/reminds us with it. Throughout
the book, Henderson adopts the soft vocabulary of a fawning admirer, scattering
words that become less meaningful with every repetition; "elegant," "brilliant,"
"audacious," "ingenious," "magnificent," "profound," "dignified," "daring," "time-

less," "striking", "luxurious." I found
myself wishing that Henderson could
convey his enthusiasm for Terry, and
let me develop mine, without doling
out the kinds of unctuous superlative
that fill the pages of the average
Architectural Dig est feature story.

The image of Canlis on page 26,
glowing on a darkened hillside near
the Aurora Bridge, says more about
Roland Terry than words possibly
could. In the foreground its dark, sha
form reaches for the sky over Lake
Union, while stone columns stand
placidly within the warm interior.
Regardless of whether or not he has
anything in common with Frank Lloy
Wright, you get a sense that Terry in
his youth was a man of his time who
vividly e4ioyed the ideas and materia
it offered him. Silhouetted against thr
sky, with the exterior and interior so
conveniently contrasted for us, it's
easy to see Canlis as expressive of th
spirit of its time-giddiness in the jet
age rooted firmly in the earth.

lf I were unacquainted with Tern
talent, the author's testimony might b
helpful in convincing me of it. But if
this were true, I wouldn't be buying t
monograph in the first place. Too
often, Henderson assumes the burder
of having the last word.

Monographs present a unique ch,

lenge for their authors. It's easy to sa,

what vou like about someone's work,
but harder to convince readers that
your opinion is informed-or, frankly
that it matters. And that brings us to
the sober truth. In this case, you don'
need to sell the reader at all. I

Peter Sockett is o free-lonce writer ond

Progrom Director for AIA Seottle.
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The following ore Web sites ARCADE hos found c

interest. lf you hove others thqt ore fovorites, send

them to orcodeOO@msn.com.moon

Inauguration Day;
Richard Upjohn

Moon on equator

FEBRUARY 2OO1

Ftee First
Awards
open

Sarah Susanka

perigee

- tIW Arch. Hall - Dr. Robert Mugerauer

- entries for Fifth International Design
Memory. www. designresource. org.

and sustainahle desig:r.

the SAM - wvvw.seattleartmuseum.org
equinox

OF ARCH TECTURAL INTEREST
lnternet Guide to Architecture
hrtp . / / or ch ttectu re. o boui co n / or t s / or chileclur e,/

Seottle Civic Center Moster Plon
www. ci. seottle wa.us / civic /

EXHIBITIONS AND EVENTS

Bellevue Art Musuem
www.bellevueort.org

Center on Contemporory Art
www.cocq@medio. net

Consolidoted Works
www.conworks.org

Henry Art Gollery
www. henryort.org

Seofle Architecturql Foundotion
www seottleo rch itectu ro L org

Seottle Art Museum
www.seofileortmuseum.org

Tocomo Art Museum
www. tocomoo rtmuseum. org

EXHIBITIONS ELSEWHERE

Conodion Centre on Architecture
www.cco.qc.co

Center on Contemporory Art
www.coco@medio. net.

Cooper-Hewitt Notionol Design Museum, NYC
w,nrry.si.edu/ndm

Museum of Modern Art
wvvw.momo.org

Notionol Building Museum, Woshington, DC

www.nbm.org

Son Froncisco MOMA
www.sfmomo.org

LECTURES

Acumen Arch
w,/vw. ocu men-pu bl icotions. org

The College of Architecture ond Urbon
Plonning ot U.W.
www.coup.woshinqton.edu

Deoth by Architecture
www.deothbyorch.com

Seottle Arts ond Lectures

www. seottleo rtso nd lectu res org

Events, Competitions, Links

ww"w. spoce-dot-cily org

Woshington Stote University Deportment of
Architecture, Spokone
w vwv. msorch. spokone.wsu. edu

AIA Seqttle
www. o ioseotlle. com

OTHER

9l I Medio Arts

wvwv.91 1 medio.org
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36 ARCADE CATENDAR & WEB

DECEMBER 2OOO
D.Y. D.M. D.W

D.Y. D.M. D.W.
32 r Th.

33 2 Fr.

365 M.
387 W,
dO 9 Fr.

A4 13 Tu.

45 14 W.
50 t9 M.
51 20 Tu.

54 23 Fr.

MARCH 2OOI
D.Y D.M. D.W.
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j o n e s & j o n e
105 South Main Street

Seattle, Washington 98704
206.624.5702 , Fax: 206.624.5923
wwwjonesandjones.com
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